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A READING OF
SOPHOCLES'

ANTIGONE: II

S. Benardete

24 (384-405). 24.1. The guard's answer to the
Chorus'

question

proves that he can be brief and to the point; but in answering Creon

he seems to be as garrulously impertinent as he had been on his first

entrance (cf. 15.1). His chief concern is still himself: on each occasion

he is the tenor of his first and last remarks to Creon. His joy now prompts

him to as much self-justification as his fear had done before; but there

are differences. He then spoke only of himself; he now begins with a

generalization that he finds applicable to himself (cbiojfiorovcmcofiorog).

He then explicitly distinguished between soul and self; he now implicitly
distinguishes between gods and mortals. He then expressed his resignation

to his fate; he now glories in his luck. His parting remark ovx

cbzcog Sfr] av devq iWovra fie did not suggest that he later would

replace it with an oath. He must have thus bound himself while the

Chorus were singing of the boundlessness of human daring. But the

guard now admits that he could not maintain that self-imposed limitation.

He accordingly brings out the difference between human and divine law.

In ignorance of future circumstances mortals cannot obligate themselves;

only the gods, it seems, could stipulate that some action be unqualifiedly

binding on men. And yet one might ask whether men must acknowledge

such an obligation; and if so, in what way. Does the divine command

alone automatically establish the obligation? Or must each man swear to

it before he can be punished for his failure to abide by it? Antigone, in

her second self-justification, tries to account for the source of her

obligation (cf. 27).

24.2. The guard speaks of hope and expectation three times, twice

before and once after the first stasimon (235, 330, 392). When Creon

frustrated the guard's expectation that he would meet his fate, the

latter attributed to the gods the cause of his survival, so contrary to

his expectation and judgment (330-1). The Chorus then sang of man's

artfulness beyond expectation and its entire independence from the

gods. The guard now speaks of his stroke of luck that set at naught

* The text used is Pearson's OCT except where otherwise indicated. I have

myself, however, not always accepted his readings wherever I am silent, for if I did

not see any connection between the reading chosen and my interpretation of the

passage, I have passed over my own preference.

Each line or group of lines interpreted is given a section number, with the line

numbers in parentheses after it.

Each paragraph of every section is numbered as well for ease of cross-reference.
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his expectation, of which he had been so certain that he had confirmed

it with an oath. But the guard does not now give thanks to the gods,

perhaps because he thinks that the gods would not pardon even his

trivial and harmless perjury. He now tells of his unexpected joy and

boundless pleasure (392-3); and he later asserts that the greatest pleasure

lies in the escape from evils, and that for him everything else naturally

(neqrvxs) takes second place to his own safety (436-40). He had not

mentioned pleasure when he expressed his gratitude to the gods. Not

the gods but chance is the author of his joy (cf. 328): he does not owe

the gift of Hermes (Oovoficuov) to Hermes (cf. 274). He no longer needs

either oaths or gods to prove his innocence. The movement from the

guard's first entrance to his final departure seems to be from fate to

art (the first stasimon) to chance. The movement reminds one of the

argument of the tenth book of Plato's Laws. Three causes, according

to the Athenian Stranger, are said by some to be the sole causes of every

thing: qwaiQ, Tsxvrj, xi%r\ (Lgs. 88e4-90a2). The Athenian Stranger then

goes on to trace this understanding of nature to the supposed priority

of body to soul, a priority that necessarily leads to the assertion that

pleasure is the greatest good (886a9-b2). The Stranger himself, however,

asserts the temporal and hierarchical priority of soul or mind to body,

a priority that he links up with the existence of gods and the goodness

of a providential order. Now the guard's understanding of fate is plainly

not the same as this, for fate for him is no less unintelligible than it is

unjust; but it is remarkable that he drops the soul and fate when he

drops the gods, and that pleasure, chance, and nature take their place

(cf. OT 977-83). The guard, who originally had spoken about what the

first stasimon omitted, now speaks in accordance with the first stasimon.

Antigone is entirely isolated.

24.3. The guard uses the verb ddnrco three times: "we caught

her
burying"

(385), "she was burying the
man"

(402), "I saw her

burying the corpse you had
forbidden"

(404-5). The guard offers the last

of these as a plainer formulation of the second; and it is the only one

that seems to be literally true (cf. 6.2); for the first fails to say what

Antigone was burying (the only case out of seven where Ocbirco lacks

an object), and the second uniquely refers to
Polynices'

corpse as the man

(rov avdga). Their inexactness, however, seems to catch Antigone's

own understanding of what she is doing better than the literal third.

If burial is not indispensable for conveying the soul to Hades, as the

silence about it throughout the play implies (cf. 4.3), dcmrco would

not be essentially a transitive verb, but would mean the whole set of

rites that the mourner performs, regardless of whether any of them

involves the corpse or not (cf. 395-6). Nothing, even if done to the

corpse, would be done for the corpse. That the guard, moreover, when

he does say what Antigone was burying, can call it "the
man"

suggests

how readily Antigone can disregard the difference between
Polynices'

corpse and Polynices himself (cf. 4.3). The unity of body, soul, and
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self, which the guard's words convey, hardly squares with his former

attempts to distinguish them. Now that the guard is not compelled

through fear to disassociate himself from himself, he finds no difficulty
in attributing a similar unity to the dead (cf. 20.3).

25 (406-40). 25.1. The guard's speech falls into four main parts,

the first three of which describe in turn the waiting of the guards

(407-21), the discovery of Antigone (422-31), and the arrest of Antigone

(432-5), while the last part concerns the guard's own reaction to her

arrest (436-40). One xai clearly marks off the second from the first

part, and another the third from the second. The guard distinguishes

between the time prior and subsequent to the dust storm (415-22),

during which the guards had their eyes shut. Antigone thus approached

the corpse undetected; she was able to move straight toward it despite

the fact that she too must have shut her eyes against the dust that

totally filled the air. She moved through the storm with the same

assurance that the blind Oedipus displayed when he went unassisted

to his sacred grave (OC 1541-6, 1588-9). Antigone is as irresistibly
drawn to the corpse as any beast that feeds on carrion would be: the

guard speaks of her capture as if she were a beast (432). There is no

need, then, to assume that the gods directed Antigone's steps through

the trackless plain (250-2). The most one could say, if one is too

fastidious to attribute to her a canine sense of smell, would be that

Antigone homes in on
Polynices'

corpse by
"instinct." Polynices'

corpse

is her home.

25.2. The first stasimon implicitly denied that either the chthonic

or the celestial imposed any limitation on man, and that man as man

had any concern with understanding what manifestly stands above him

or exploiting what lies hidden below him (cf. 22.5). The dust storm,

then, seems at first to refute it; but the refutation lies wholly in the

language in which the facts are couched, not in the facts themselves.

The guard uses the words rvcpoog, axtquirog, and ovpdviov metaphorically.

rvcpwg, by itself, could mean a tireless thunderbolt, and axrjjirog any kind

of lightning that strikes the earth [(Arist.) de mundo 395a21-5]; but

as the ablative-genitive %6ov6c, makes plain, the guard is describing a

terrestrial phenomenon. "Heavenly
harm"

and "divine
plague"

are thus

equally inexact (cf. Aesch. Pers. 573, 581); indeed, the guard, when

he could have used ovqavoc. in its precise sense, preferred to speak of

the air (415-6). The dust storm, in any case, has only to be endured,

and that is easy enough (cf. 356-60); it does not entail a response of

reverence or of
awe.56 The dust storm, moreover, even if it does not

hinder Antigone, does not help her. An eclipse of the sun would perhaps

have let her get away undetected a second time; but the dust storm

seems only to conceal Antigone when she does not have to be concealed,

56 Cf. Th. 2.64.2; L. Strauss, The City and Man, 161.
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for the guards seize her only when she already has begun the rites of

burial. In spite of Creon's prohibition against ritual lamentations (204),

the guards choose to convict her for her deeds (strictly understood) and

not for the sounds and curses that she utters, let alone for any intention

to be inferred from her presence with a pitcher of libations (cf. 384,

434-5; 4.4). The dust storm, then, is more indicative of Antigone's

unerring sense of direction than of the
gods'

support. The dust storm

also seems to fail her in another way: it does not re-cover
Polynices'

corpse. That moist and putrescent flesh should be as bare of dust after

such a storm as before it looks like the single most uncanny event in

the play. (But we must note that the guard never calls the storm a dust

storm, and that this is directly due to his bringing down to earth a

celestial vocabulary.) If the dust storm had continued for days on end,

even Creon might have had to admit that the gods themselves buried

Polynices; just as the Chorus of the first stasimon might then have had

no less to acknowledge a limitation to man's power. But burial is some

thing that men themselves must do; the simple vanishing of the body is

not enough; for burial consists at least as much in the rites themselves

as in whatever effects those rites might have (cf. 24.3). On this ground,

then, it seems safer to say that Antigone sees the corpse as still unburied

because she recognizes that the dust of the storm is not her own. What

distinguishes the two dusts is this. What is unseemly for
Polynices'

unburied corpse to suffer from birds and dogs is the opposite of the

unseemliness that the dust storm inflicted on the foliage in the plain

(206, 419). The guard ascribes malicious intent to the storm; and this

malice that blasted every vestige of life cannot be the same as the love

that Antigone poured into the dust that covered
Polynices'

corpse.

Furthermore, no matter how unelaborate her original arrangements

might have been, they might yet have borne the marks of human artifice,

which the haphazard swirling of the dust could not duplicate. Perhaps,

however, Antigone's ritual dust and whatever dust clung to
Polynices'

corpse during the storm differ not so much (if at all) because artifice and

chance differ as because Antigone had stamped that dust with herself.

It carried in the eyes of the loving Antigone her own signature. No rule

or law that governs a performance can be so strict as to exclude all

variations (cf. PI. Rep. 473al-3); at best, it can only exclude those

variations that would make a difference; and yet the indifference of

the law to an indifferent difference would not make that difference

irrelevant to Antigone. Antigone's recognition, then, that the storm's

dust is not her dust perfectly agrees with the law's prescription that

man must bury man. The law Antigone obeys shines through Antigone

(cf. 1.2).

25.3. The guard likens Antigone to a bird that on seeing her bed

bereft of its nestlings burst out with a piercing cry of lamentation. The

guard is the first, except perhaps for the Chorus (113), to make use of a

likeness. The strangeness of Antigone compels him to find in the familiar
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something comparable to her; but the differences between the image and

the imaged seem to outweigh the similarities. The cries of a bird are not

the same as ritual cries of mourning; Polynices is not Antigone's son;

and while the bird grieves because she does not see her young, Antigone

grieves because she does see Polynices. That a probable source for this

simile (in
Aeschylus'

Agamemnon), which tries to compare vultures

bewailing the loss of their young to Agamemnon and Menelaus setting

out as plaintiffs in a legal action against Troy for the loss of Helen,
should be equally inexact in its parallelism does not seem to be accidental

(Ag. 40-67; see Fraenkel ad loc); for beasts can no more unqualifiedly

be called vexqoi or vexvsg than they can be subject to justice (cf. Ag.

308-9). What defeats the guard in his attempt to make Antigone

intelligible is her humanity, for the purity of her devotion, which

surpasses a mother's love for her children,57 is due to the law. Antigone

lives the law. She has nothing in common with beasts. The guard in

borrowing the word l%oc, from the human world only stresses its

inapplicability to Antigone. She is the very opposite of generation. The

guard succeeds in humanizing the likeness by being false to what he

likens. And yet only if one takes the guard literally can one grasp the

peculiarity of the bond that obtains between Antigone and Polynices.

The likeness is revealing because it is misleading.
Polynices'

corpse

stripped of its ritual dust affects Antigone in the way in which the loss

of her brood affects the mother bird. The corpse is Antigone's nest, the

dust her young. The corpse now stands tenantless; it was occupied when

Antigone clothed it in dust. The corpse is lifeless now that it no longer

houses the dust. The life of the corpse is the dust; it is the dust that is

Antigone's own. The guard in sweeping away the dust swept away what

Antigone looked on as strictly her own not Polynices, not his corpse,

not his head, and not his soul. Antigone's attachment is not just manifest

in the dust; her attachment consists in the dust. The dust is as much

the object as the means of her devotion, for it comprises the two sources

of her devotion, the law and Polynices. The law makes the thirsty dust

(246, 429) an essential property of
Polynices'

corpse, so that without it

the corpse is ipdog, i.e., deprived of what properly belongs to it; and

Polynices turns the dust into his nourishment, so that Antigone is

compelled to keep on returning with it like a mother bird who leaves her

brood only in order to forage for them (cf. Luc. de luctu 19).58

25.4. The well-wrought brazen pitcher from which Antigone poured

the libations does not seem to have been a sacred object, but merely

57 That Antigone speaks of burial as a
"lightening''

(xovtpieic., 43) indicates the

extent to which she regards it as caring for the most helpless of beings; cf. Tr. 1025;

Or. 218.

58 One has to reckon with the possibility that evvrj here bears the secondary

and poetic meaning of tomb, and M%oc the meaning of bed on which a corpse

is laid out (cf. 1224-5).
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a domestic instrument that could serve the purpose (cf. OC All). The

pitcher seems to illustrate that neutrality of art that was the burden of

the first stasimon. Its use for libations rather than for washing or
wine-

pouring wholly depends on the user. In this case, moreover, its artfulness

does not either add to its usefulness or give delight to Antigone and

Polynices. The beautiful does not of itself belong to the sacred (cf.

32.11).56 Yet it does not seem to be accidental that the pitcher is of

bronze, for bronze often occurs in sacred contexts (cf. fr. 534,3 P; Her.

2.37.1, 147.4); and, according to a Theocritean scholium (2.36), bronze

was thought to be pure, effective in averting pollution, and therefore

employed for every kind of expiation and purification (cf. Macrob. Sat.

5.19.11). Antigone, then, seems to think herself polluted or liable to

pollution, as if she were somehow at fault because Polynices now lies

unburied. One can readily imagine such self-reproach in the case of a

mother whose absence from her young leaves them defenseless before

predators. But if Antigone thus comes prepared to make amends, she

must have either guessed that the guards would sweep away the dust

Creon did not order it or know by
"instinct"

of their desecration.

In either case, Antigone's understanding of her obligation must have

deepened. She now interprets the law as commanding her continual

presence by the side of
Polynices'

corpse; and since his corpse is

eternally helpless, she can never quit her vigil. The
guards'

naive way

of trapping Antigone it assumed that the criminal always returns to

the scene of his crime succeeded because Antigone accepted the trap
as pointing to the true intention of the law. To bury the dead is not

just "for form's
sake"

(cf. 22.10). Antigone's reinterpretation, how

ever, exposes her to another difficulty. Is not Antigone now obliged to

stay alive in order to preserve through the performance of yearly rites

the tranquility of the dead (cf. Wyse ad Isae. 2.25.4)? Should she not

thus have resorted to the utmost guile to escape detection? And is not

Ismene's appeal to the perpetuation of the family as faithful to

to vofudiueva as Antigone's desire to die (cf. 8.1)? Only the union,

it seems, of Antigone and Ismene could fulfill the law. But the guard,

in passing over in silence one part of the burial rites, indicates how

impossible that union is. A prayer to the dead that asked them to send

up good things accompanied the pouring of funeral libations (Aristoph.

fr. 488, 12-4 K; cf. Aesch. Ch. 147-9). Antigone utters evil curses

against the guards and Creon; but one cannot conceive of what good

things she could ask for (cf. 17.5). She rejects the very notion of

worldly benefits; and for her to ask the dead to bring about her own

death so that she can join them would make Creon's impiety serve a

pious end (cf. 9.4). Antigone's unlimited devotion to the dead thus

precludes her praying to the dead. She can satisfy her desire to die only

by failing to satisfy the letter of the law.

09 Cf. Th. 2.34.5; Xen. Mem. 3.8.8-10.
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26 (441-8). 26.1. Creon does not dismiss the guard until Antigone

confirms the guard's testimony so reluctant is he to let the guard go

free and convict his niece. He seems loath to have his suspicion falsified,
that the burial of Polynices was a political crime, directed not at

upholding the divine law but at upsetting his authority. It does not now

occur to him that his enemies could have put Antigone up to it, for no

one in his opinion would have done it except for worldly gain (221-2).

Antigone's confession, however, does not suffice to make her punishable;

she must have known that she was violating his proclamation (cf. PL Pit.

297el-3). Creon thus acknowledges what he had before denied, that

someone could have buried Polynices in perfect innocence, i.e., in

accordance with the demands of custom (cf. 17.2).60 It seems, then,

to be a remarkable coincidence that Antigone, who knew of Creon's

decree, should have tried to bury Polynices, while Ismene, who had

not known of it (Antigone knew that she would not know, 18), should

not have at once begun the rites of mourning, even if she just confined

herself to ritual cries of lamentation, which Creon had no less prohibited.

Ismene's grief and Antigone never accuses her of being unfeeling-

does not express itself of necessity in conventional ways. Creon's decree

does not go against her grain. Antigone, on the other hand, is thwarted

precisely along the lines of her nature. She was at once aware of Creon's

prohibition, as later of the
guards'

desecration, because as the living
embodiment of the law no violation of it could be unknown to her.

In this sense, the Chorus correctly suspected that the first burial of

Polynices was deijXarov, i.e., the automatic consequence of the divine

law (278);61 for it is through Antigone that the law's execution follows

at once on the law's existence.

26.2. Of the seven occurrences of xaqa, three are in similar forms

of address (1, 899, 915, cf. 1.1), three in phrases describing some bodily
movement (269, 291, 441), and one in a periphrasis for the personal

pronoun (1272, cf. 764, 1345). In six of these cases xaqa is not the

inevitably right word for a matter of fact: Antigone could have addressed

her sister and brothers in a different way; the guard could have said

that he and his colleagues were afraid without ever mentioning how

they hung their heads; and Creon could have rephrased his suspicion

that some Thebans were champing at his rule, xaqa seems to be an

affective word: Creon enhances the pathos by saying that a god heavily
struck his head. Only in Creon's address to Antigone "You who bow

your head to the
ground"

does xaqa occur in a phrase that could not

60 Creon's question is even more damaging than in this regard to his own case;

for, as Aristotle remarks {EN 1113b32-14a3), ignorance of a prohibition of positive

law that one could only be ignorant of through negligence is punishable. So Creon

tacitly admits that his decree is not a self-evident consequence of his soul's laws

that everyone must acknowledge.

i Cf. Miiller, 74.
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be altered. The sameness of the guard's eg nidov xaqa vevaai and
Creon's

tie ttjv vevovtiav eg nedov xaqa is deceptive. Creon perhaps does not

think, any more than we should if we were seeing Antigone for the first

time, that her posture is compatible with defiance and contempt. But

nothing suggests that Antigone now bows her head out of fear or shame;

she is the same now as she was when she betrayed no emotion on her

capture (433). Antigone, however, is not just meditating whether she

will admit to Creon what she admitted to the guards; rather, she faces

the ground because she believes that the dead are there (cf. 4.1). Her

body follows her thoughts.62 She is a
"fundamentalist."

It is more

inevitable that Antigone look down than that the three-footed Oedipus

did (cf. OT 795, Hes. OD 433-4). She is one step beyond her father.

Oedipus spoke inexactly and metaphorically what was literally
true;63

Antigone acts out exactly and literally what law and convention may

not have meant so strictly. Antigone cannot live the law unless she takes

it literally.

27 (449-70). 27.1. Antigone's reply to Creon's question as to how

she could bring herself to transgress his decree Creon persists in

speaking of it as a law falls into three parts plus an epilogue of two

lines (450-60 dcboeiv, 460-4, 465-8). Each part contains its own key

word, repeated three times (cf. 12.1). The first is
"gods"

(451, 454,

459), the second
"die"

(460, 462, 464), the third
"pain"

(466, 468bis),

and the epilogue contains the triplet
"foolishness," "folly,"

and
"fool."

Gods are understood as opposed to men, to whom Antigone refers three

times as avOqconoi, dvnxdg, and dmjq (452, 456,
458);64 death is under

stood as opposed to life (464); but pain is not understood as the opposite

of pleasure and joy. The ordinary pleasures of human life are not

considered, for the divine law that unconditionally commands burial is

linked with Antigone's pain at
Polynices'

nonburial through the fact that

she counts her own death as a gain. The link between gods and pain

is death: davov/xevrj ydq el-ydr) rl
d'

or is the central line of the whole

speech.

27.2. In each part of her speech Antigone suppresses something the

seeming absence of which makes each part incoherent. Her enthymemes

presuppose that Creon accepts her unstated major premises. Although she

believes that Zeus failed to inflict no possible evil upon herself and

Ismene (cf. 2.2), she does not believe that he could have prohibited

her from burying Polynices. Zeus is forever constrained by the laws that

62 Cf. Wolff-Bellermann; L. Campbell. On the form of Creon's address see T.

Wendel, Die Gesprachsanrede im griechischen Epos und Drama der Blutezeit, 118.

03 Cf. S. Benardete,
"Sophocles'

Oedipus
Tyrannus,"

5-6.

64 K. Reinhardt rightly says that Antigone comprehends the uranian and

chthonic gods with the "polar
expression''

Zeus and Dike (Sophokles, 85-6 with note

on 86, 264); cf. 1075.
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either he and Justice or the gods below have established among
men.65

Mortal Creon with all his proclamations is powerless to override the

unwritten and unchanging vo/ii/ia of the gods, for these have eternal

life, and no one knows when (or from what cause) they first came to

light; and Antigone was not one, in fear of any man's pride, to face

punishment before the
gods'

tribunal for violating them. Antigone opposes

human to divine law, and human to divine punishment; but she inserts

between these two arguments an argument of another kind, whose

omission would apparently not have injured her case, or, if she had given

it by herself, it would have been a sufficient defense. Aristotle, in order

to illustrate the rhetorical use of natural right, quotes lines 456-7 alone

(Rhet. 1373b6-13); for neither Antigone's assertion that Zeus (or the

chthonic gods) established the law nor her appeal to divine punishment

properly belongs to the argument from natural
right.66 If the gods have

established these vdfiifxa, they can be in accordance with human nature

only if human beings cannot by themselves discover or are not

immediately aware of what is in accordance with human nature; and if

it is not known when these vdjjujxa were first established (i.e., whether

they are coeval with man), they are not self-evidently in accordance

with human nature, for their antiquity, however remote, does not confirm

their naturalness, though it may confirm their sanctity.67 Antigone seems

unable to square either their eternity with their antiquity, or their
self-

evident sanctity with the need for divine sanctions. Her argument would

be in order if she supposes that the gods had to reveal the practice of

burial in the past because of man's rude beginnings, which required that

the gods thus supplement man's understanding; but now man has

rediscovered for himself the eternal validity of these ancient practices.

Antigone would thus point to man's moral progress and deny the

separation between art and morality that the first stasimon had affirmed:

aaxvvofioi oqyal would not be neutral to the difference between good

and bad (cf. 22.10). Such a supposition, however, would not account

for Antigone's fear of divine punishment unless she understands that

punishment as the pain she would suffer if she allowed Polynices to lie

unburied (cf. 94). Antigone does not have to learn the vd/ufta from

another; she knows them because they live in her heart, and their viola

tion affects her at once (cf. 25.1, 26.1). But this automatic self-

65 I am inclined to accept Earle's correction (also proposed by Bruhn), ol rovg...

ojgiaav.

Cf. Cicero de re publica IU.33.

67 That the law is unwritten means that man cannot change it consciously; but

since it also entails that if it changes one does not remember what it was before

Antigone says aatpaXf) (cf. 52.4). The addition of Oewv to ayQcmra vofitfia

here seems to be unattested before Philo; vdfioi Oewv ayqacpoi occurs in a spurious

fragment of Archytas (Stob. flor. IV.I, 132). Antigone does not want Creon to

understand the unwritten laws as merely habits, the violation of which brings

shame (Th. 2.27.3).
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punishment would be restricted to those who are, like Antigone but

unlike Ismene, capable of experiencing such pain (cf. 8.5). The gods

would still have to mete out another kind of punishment to those who

are as insensitive as Creon. Of the thirteen occurrences of dlyog and its

derivatives, six are in the mouth of Antigone, none in Creon's (4, 12,

64, 230, 436, 439, 466, 468 bis, 551, 630, 767, 857; cf. 316-9; Ai.

1332-3; 3.1, 10.11).

27.3. Antigone connects her knowledge of divine punishment if she

violates the divine law with her knowledge of her own mortality that she

possessed prior to Creon's decree. She did not need a proclamation in

either case to know her obligations. Antigone does not distinguish between

the lawful and the natural: her death is obligatory because she is mortal,

her burying Polynices is obligatory because she is human. The one is

certainly, the other may well be equally imposed on men by the gods.

She is indifferent to the possibihty that she may suffer a violent and

painful death, for such suffering will be as nothing compared to that

which would have awaited her if she had not observed the laws of burial.

To this tacit argument Antigone adds another: death is in fact a gain

for those as miserable as she is. Antigone, however, does not argue thus

before she adds that she counts her death before her time as a gain.

xov xqdvov nqdaOev is inconsequent, for it would seem to be her present

misery and not her failure to live out her allotted span that turns her

imminent death into gain (cf. 1326-7). We expect Antigone to say:

(1) there is no hope that I could live forever; (2) death is a gain if one

is miserable; and (3) since I am miserable, death is a gain for me. With

her "before my
time"

Antigone makes a different point. There is no

hope that she will ever cease to be miserable (cf. 3.2); and there is no

such hope because man is born mortal. Man's mortality is either the

necessary and sufficient condition for man's misery, or it itself constitutes

man's misery. Antigone believes that the sooner she dies, the more she

gains (cf. OC 1224-38), for the only eternity open to mortals is death

(cf. 9.4). She seems to be as much oppressed as exhilarated by the

eternal life of the law.

27.4. Antigone says that her death is a painless nothing, and dis

obedience to Creon equally unpainful, but her not burying Polynices

would be painful. That not burying Polynices is painful does not seem

to have anything to do with her death being painless; her death could

be no less painful. If she had stopped at ovdev, everything, in

thought as in language, would have been in order; but her thought, in

racing on to what truly pains her, makes her cast her own death in its

terms. Her death is both painless and gainful. It is gainful because she

will then be with those she loves; it is painless because she regards it as

a reward for obeying the divine law. Creon's decree is the unwitting

instrument of divine benefaction. For Antigone, it is the indispensable

coda to the divine law, without which the law carries in itself an
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automatic punishment only for its nonobservance, but no automatic

reward for its observance. Death by public stoning, to which only

Antigone refers as part of Creon's decree (cf. 4.9), is therefore a

necessity for her; the punishment Creon later devises will not do, for if

Creon has a change of heart, it allows for her being condemned to live.

Antigone, accordingly, confers upon herself suicide as her reward. Only
suicide can make her suicidal mission strictly suicidal (cf. 10.5) and

extract from the divine law its hidden reward. The apparent defect in

the plot of Antigone, that Creon seems to be just a little too late to save

Antigone (cf. 9.1), and which was justified as revealing the way in

which the gods punish intention no less severely than act, now turns out

to be the same as the way in which the gods reward piety (cf. 14.2,

17.4). It is, however, of the utmost importance that Antigone does not

here express the true content of her reward (cf. 48.9).

27.5 Antigone does not mention Polynices by name; instead, she

so awkwardly refers to him xov ef efiijg /xrjxqog davdvxa that she

seems to make Polynices solely her mother's son and Jocasta her

brother's murderer. Antigone never acknowledges that her brothers killed

one another (cf. 2.4). Does she think that her mother killed them?

She could think so if her abstraction from the war and its consequences

led to a reflection on mortality: Jocasta by giving birth to Polynices

assured his death (cf. Xen. Ap.S. 27). Life is a process of dying; the

source of one is the source of the other; and pain for her consists solely

in her mother giving birth to an unburied
son.68 As members of the

family keep their relationships with one another regardless of whether

they are alive or dead (cf. 3.4), Antigone is as indifferent to generation

as to death. But she is antigeneration, the true offspring of an incestuous

marriage. Only the abstraction from that which constitutes the family
can normalize the family of Oedipus (cf. 12.2) and make Antigone a

model of familial piety. Only in Hades can her family be at home, not

just when it dies and goes there "for with what
eyes,"

says Oedipus,

"if I went to Hades could I ever behold my father and wretched
mother?"

(OT 1371-3) but only if it was formed and never left there. Antigone,

then, must unsex her family and cleanse it of its origins; but she thereby

removes the source of her own peculiar devotion to her family. She is

made up out of the impossible demand that she combine the abstraction

from the incest of her parents with the compulsion to fulfill a sacred

duty that can come only from that incest (cf. 10.9). However ironical

a%ebdv xi may be in intention, with which Antigone seemingly qualifies

her scorn for Creon, it indicates in fact that not only the fool would

convict her of folly (cf. 10.12).

27.6 It is not accidental that Antigone's only defense of her actions

in terms of the law should bring to light the relation in which she stands

8 Read el86/inv with H. D. Broadhead, Tragica, 73.
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to her incestuous parents; for if they have caused her the most painful

concern (857-68; cf. 10.4), they cannot be far from her consciousness

when she speaks of the unwritten law. Lines 456-7 could equally serve

to characterize the prohibition against incest. We do not know as yet

whether Antigone reveals an essential bond between these two sacred

injunctions. Must the unholiest of families breed the champion of all

that is most holy in the family? Does Antigone embody the prohibition

against incest as much as she embodies the law of burial? Her third

defense suggests a way to answer these questions (cf. 48).

27.7. Agathias in his Histories (2.30-31) tells the following story.

Seven Greek philosophers, dissatisfied with the prevailing opinion about

God and falsely informed about the state of Persia, that its people were

just and its ruler Plato's philosopher-king, decided to leave the place

where the laws forbade them from living without fear and to settle in

Persia, despite its alien and incompatible customs. Although they were

royally entertained, they found that neither the Persians nor their king
lived up to what they had heard; and on their journey back the Persian

king stipulating in his treaty with Byzantium that they were to be left

alone regardless of their opinions they came across the corpse of a man

lately dead, tossed aside in accordance with Persian custom without

burial. Out of compassion for the lawlessness of barbarian law and in

the belief that it was not holy to allow, as far as it lay in their power,

nature to be wronged, they had their attendants prepare the body for

burial and then bury it in a mound of earth. That night one of the

philosophers had a dream: a man whom he did not know and who bore

no resemblance to anyone he knew, but for all of that with an august

countenance and the beard and dress of a philosopher, seemed to

address him with the following injunction: "Do not bury the unburiable;

let him be prey to dogs. Earth, mother of all, does not accept the

mother-corrupting
man."

Neither the dreamer nor his comrades could

make anything of the dream; but on continuing their journey, and the

lay of the land being such that they were compelled to retrace their

steps, they came across the corpse they had buried the day before lying
naked on the ground, "as though the earth of its own accord had cast

it up and refused to save it from being
eaten."

Thunderstruck at the

sight, the philosophers made no further attempt to perform any of the

burial rites. They concluded that the Persions remain unburied as a

punishment for their committing incest with their mothers and are

justly torn apart by dogs.

28 (471-2). 28.1. It at first astonishes us that the Chorus seem to

remark on the tone rather than on the content of Antigone's speech;

they are as silent about her argument from the divine law as Creon will

be. But the Chorus do not speak of tone (note
Moscophoulos'

qxbvrjfj,');

they speak of a father's and a daughter's savagery. Their meaning is not

plain, and even the way in which they phrase it seems strange: "It is
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plain: the offspring is savage from the savage father of the
girl." 69 It is

as though the Chorus wanted to separate Antigone the generated

(xo yevvnfia) from Antigone the daughter (xr\g naiddg). The hyperbaton,

whether fully conscious or not, effects the same separation as Antigone

desires: consanguinity without generation (cf. 8.6). The Chorus detect

Antigone's secret while ignoring the plain meaning of her speech. Perhaps

they noticed that her xdv ef e/xfjg pjnxqdg equally applies to Oedipus.

In any case, their cb/xov e co/iov naxqdg is too emphatic to be trans

lated, with Jebb, "passionate child of a passionate sire"; nor does their

own explanation, that Antigone does not know how to bend before

evils, account for what they ascribe to Oedipus. Are they thinking of his

blinding himself when he saw his mother dead (cf. OC 437)? But

Antigone's dread of and
Oedipus'

horror at violating a divine law do not

look the same, unless her glorying in the reward of death seems as

brutal to them as his self-inflicted punishment. And yet why are they

wfjiol? The Chorus once thought that the love of death marked the

fool (220). Now d)/j,6g occurs once more, in the compound di/xntixrjg,
of the flesh-eating dogs that Antigone tried to keep away from

Polynices'

corpse (697). Are Oedipus and Antigone raw like carrion? Or are they

like dogs that become what they feed on? Are they cannibals? Are the

violator of a most sacred law and the defender of a most sacred law

united in their equal violation of a third unwritten law? Cannibalism

and incest have one thing in common: both are extreme examples of the

love of one's own. And some tribes bury their dead by eating them

(Her. 3.38.4). Antigone was not disgusted by the corpse's stench (cf.

4.6), to which she found her way back in a blinding dust storm

(cf. 25.1), and whose devouring by birds she thought would be a sweet

treasure of delight (cf. 4.7). The Chorus, then, do comment on

Antigone's argument. They sense that her devotion is incompatible with

civility (cf. 22.10). The law, whose pohtical effect is mansuetude, shows

itself through Antigone as the instrument of bestialization. The Chorus

shy away from attributing such opposite effects to the law; they prefer

to charge Oedipus wholly with the responsibility for Antigone, which the

law must share with him.

29 (473-96). 29.1. Creon picks up the
Chorus'

remark and directs

his entire speech to them; not until Antigone claims that the Chorus

side with her does Creon again speak to her (508). His speech falls into

three parts Antigone (473-483), Antigone's and Ismene's punishment

(484-9a), Ismene and Antigone (489b-96 and eight smaller sections:

(1) Antigone's twofold character (473-479), (2) her hybris of deed

(480-1), (3) her hybris of boasting (482-3), (4) the necessity for her

punishment (484-5), (5) the necessity for Antigone's and Ismene's punish

ment (486-489a), (6) Ismene's crime of plotting (489b-90), (7) her

The repunctuation is due to J. Jackson, Marginalia Scaenica, 176 n.l.
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character (491-4), (8) Antigone's hybris of boasting (495-6). The lack

of complete symmetry between the first and the last four sections

despite the balance between the sententiae ovydq exneXei...neXag

(478-9) and cpdei

d'

d 6v/j.6g...zexvco/Lievcov (494-5) indicates that

Creon regards Ismene's as the lesser crime. Her punishment has only

to exemplify Creon's impartiality when it comes to dealing with his own

relations; Antigone's punishment has to be corrective as well, for she

does not acknowledge that she has committed a crime (cf. 19.5). Yet

Creon mistakes the meaning of Ismene's frenzy. It is not the sign of a

guilty conscience but of sisterly concern; and when Creon learns this,

he lets her off (at the
Chorus'

prompting), even though she had not told

him of Antigone's intent. Creon does not hold her guilty knowledge to

be punishable (cf. 266-7, 535). He allows her this measure of loyalty to

her own, for he does not expect full devotion to the city of anyone except

himself (cf. 12.5). But even if Ismene had conspired with Antigone,

her frenzy would not necessarily have meant her acknowledgment that

what she did was wrong; it could merely have signified her fear of

punishment. Creon identifies the fear of punishment with remorse. To

go in stealth against his decree, trying in every way to avoid detection,

without thereby admitting that his decree is just, seems as impossible to

Creon as to Antigone (cf. 0.5). They both deny that caution can be

an ally of defiance. It is for this reason that Creon ignores almost every

thing except Antigone's stubbornness. Only punishment can teach her

the error of her ways, so certain is he that his own case is irrefutable.

Her arguments do not deserve an answer.

29.2. Creon assures the Chorus that excessive wilfulness is par

ticularly liable to collapse. He gives two examples: overtempered iron

snaps and shivers of its own accord, and a small bridle disciplines the

spirited horse. Creon suggests that Antigone's iron nature has been

turned by the unskilled application of art into brittleness; she tried

to be both uncompromising and resilient; but she failed, and the slightest

resistance will destroy her. On the other hand, Antigone suffers from

being nothing but untamed nature, easily brought into line with the

slightest force and skill. She is both altogether artful and altogether

artless (cf. 22.12). She has a nature that has been made over by art

and a nature untouched by art. For art we must read law. Antigone is

nothing but the law and nothing but her nature. Her nature has put

on the law, but the law does not temper but exaggerate her nature.

Creon understands Antigone's appeal to the law as the rationalization

and not the expression of her natural wilfulness. He thereby admits in

a way the uncompromising character of the law; but he believes that

Antigone is not tough enough to live up to it. She is principle without

power, so that the very burden she has assumed will break her. Yet

Creon is far more certain that he can subdue her than that he has

correctly read her character : he replaces the av slaidoig of

his first example with olda for the second. Creon must tame Antigone
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because it is out of the question, he says, for a slave to be proud.

He takes her wilfulness more seriously than her crime. If she goes

unpunished, she derogates from his authority. He seems to see her

as a possible rallying point of his political enemies, whom he had

suspected of exploiting the issue of
Polynices'

burial (cf. 19.3). Creon

thus offers three reasons in the course of his speech for punishing

Antigone, only one of which applies to Ismene as well. Antigone must

admit her crime educative punishment, Antigone must have the

humility proper to her position as a slave and as a woman preventive

punishment. And through Antigone and Ismene Creon must show his

own willingness to punish all lawbreakers alike-

exemplary punishment.

We are reminded of Ismene's threefold attempt to dissuade Antigone:

they would be violating the law, they are women, and they are ruled

by those stronger than themselves (cf. 8.4-5). Ismene now proves

to have predicted exactly Creon's response. His educative punishment

assumes the weakness of Antigone; his preventive punishment is designed

to keep Antigone in her place; and his exemplary punishment pre

supposes that his decree is a fundamental law, the violator of which

must be punished if the city's fabric is not to be impaired. Exemplary

punishment, however, counts far less with Creon than either preventive

punishment, which occupies the two central lines of his speech, or

educative punishment, with which he ends (and in a sense begins) his

speech. He refers to the law, but he does not mention the city (cf.

22.14).

29.3. Creon says that Antigone and Ismene, regardless of their

kinship with him, will not avoid the most miserable death; indeed,
it seems to be because of their kinship that their death must be

miserable (cf. 531-3). He thinks perhaps that they relied on kinship
to save them from punishment. In order to indicate the norm of kinship
Creon says, 6 nag r\ixlv Zevg eqxeiog. The phrase means no more than

"everyone who worships at our household altar of
Zeus,"

i.e., Creon's

immediate family. Creon, however, does not mention worship; Zeus

merely stands in for the family. He therefore is unimpressed by Antigone's

argument that she dared to transgress his decree because Zeus did not

prohibit her. He took her ov ydq xi jaoi Zevg 7\v 6 xrjqv^ag xdde as a

specious periphrasis for "My family did not proclaim your
laws"

(cf.

658-9). The Zeus who should be fatal to his position is but part of

a formula devoid of any sacred significance (cf. 192); and since this

Zeus is his to do with as he likes, he prides himself on his willingness

to sacrifice his own. In Plato's Euthydemus, one of the last arguments

Socrates has with Euthydemus and Dionysodorus concerns the status

of
Socrates'

own (301el0-303a3). On
Socrates'

admission that his own

consists in those things that he can use as he wants and, in the case of

living beings, to sell, give, or sacrifice to any god, Dionysodorus forced

Socrates to admit that, among other gods, Zevg eqxelog is his. Creon

accepts this argument. His rj/uv shows that he confuses the genitive
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of belonging with the dative of possession, a distinction of which he

was aware when he spoke of the temples, dedications, and lands of

the gods (exelvcov, cf. 19.2), but which, if he had admitted here,

would have at once destroyed his case against Antigone, rj/icbv Zevg iqxeiog

is not subject to his will.

30 (497-507). 30.1. Creon says that his entire satisfaction consists

in the killing of Antigone, and this in spite of his intention of converting

Antigone. Her recantation, perhaps because he is so certain of it, is

less important than her death (cf. 43.2). Antigone then says that the

time for talking is over, and in a three-part speech their mutual anti

pathy (499-501), her claim to the greatest glory (502-4a), the
Chorus'

silent approval of her deed (504b-7) provokes Creon into talking to her

(cf. 29.1). Of the eight occurrences of the notion
"pleasing,"

seven

are in the mouth of Antigone (75, 89bis, 500bis, 501, 504), of which

the first three refer to her deed pleasing the dead (cf. 9.4.), the next

three to the displeasure she takes (and always hopes to take) in Creon's

words and the natural displeasure Creon takes in her (as a woman, as

a slave, and in her pride), and the last to her deed pleasing the Chorus.

Antigone here starts out with an opposition between Creon's deed and

word, and in saying that nothing Creon says or (she hopes) will say in

the future can make her recant, she implies that Creon's deed meets

with her entire approval, an implication that checks her from saying
"How else could I have more pleased the dead than by burying Poly
nices?"

Her piety but not her fame is independent of her own death.

Antigone, moreover, wants to show that though they cannot possibly
agree on principles Creon must concede that only hers are compatible

with fame. Creon is no less satisfied with his arguments than she with

hers; and they will both find satisfaction in her death; but there the

resemblance ends. Her glory, which derives from her piety, is the

opposite of Creon's happiness that consists in his doing and saying
whatever he wants. Nothing pleases her if it is not honorable; but Creon's
self-gratification is at the expense of honor. He can through fear compel

the acquiescence but not the admiration of the Chorus (cf. 13.1). One

wonders whether Antigone understood the
Chorus'

remark, that she is no

less savage than her father, as praise (cf. 38).

30.2. Creon is for Antigone a tyrant (cf. 8.4). He betrayed

himself when he called her a slave (479). When it was open to him

to say "dovXdg eaxi xfjg ndXemg or "xwv vdfuov, he chose x&v neXag

(cf. PL Crito 50e4). He thus revealed that he took the household as

his model for ruling; and the punishment of Antigone, far from proving
his impartiality, testifies to his understanding the citizen as his property.

Creon never speaks of nollxai (79, 806, 907) but only of daxot

(186, 193); nor does he ever mention Thebes by name (cf. 844, 937,
940). He calls the Chorus Cadmeans (508). Creon does not represent

the city over against the family; he represents their identification, for
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which the loss of his family is the only fitting punishment. He is the

direct opposite of
Sophocles'

Oedipus, who largely is the public man

he thinks himself as being; but Creon is the private man who can

only mimic his sister's son. It is Antigone who speaks of the ndvbnyLog

ndXig and public punishment (7, 36).

31 (508-25). 31.1. The stichomythia falls into three parts, each of

which presents in turn the Chorus (508-11), Eteocles (512-7), and

Hades (518-25) as the proper judge of Antigone's deed. Antigone has

implied that she does what she does because she is who she is; that

Creon does what he does because he is now a tyrant; but that the

Chorus do not say what they want to because fear constrains them.

Creon ignores the first two and denies the last of Antigone's assertions

(cf. 23). She is entirely alone in her vision; she does not see what is

self-evident.70 But Antigone's denial of her isolation compels Creon to

phrase his point hypothetically: "Aren't you ashamed if you think

apart from them [the
Chorus]?"

Antigone then drops the claim to glory:

regardless of what they think, the reverent regard for one's flesh and

blood can never be shameful (cf. 5). Her use of the plural xovg

dfiotinXdyxvovg lets Creon ask whether Eteocles is not equally her own

brother. He is, Antigone replies, from one (mother) and the same

father. Antigone again avoids saying mother and father in the same

breath (cf. 27.5); when she later brings herself to do so, she bewails

their incestuous marriage (865). Antigone, moreover, does not speak

of one mother and one father "ex fiiag xe xd evog naxqdg (cf. PL

Lgs. 627c4). Their mother is one, but their father is the same; the

same, we should otherwise suppose, for each of them; but, in light of

Antigone's most painful concern, we are forced to remember that their

father too is the same as themselves, their mother's son. Creon believes

that Antigone has admitted what is fatal to her argument. Eteocles

must regard her honor of Polynices as an impious favor. Antigone

denies it, perhaps because Eteocles would neither think that private

burial is an honor, nor hold himself to be the judge of what is impious

(cf. 744-5). Antigone calls Eteocles "the dead
corpse"

(cf. 4.3).

Creon never calls Eteocles a corpse; indeed, after the first scene (197,

217, 283), he never uses the word vexqdg again he never uses vsxvg

until he sees the corpse of his wife in front of him (1299).71
Antigone,

70 For this meaning of 6ga>, cf. PI. Hipp. Mai. 300c4-6: cUAd yaQ iyco lacag

xivSvvsvoi Soxetv jx,h xi oQav oiitrng e%ow d>g av <pfjg advvajov elvai, 6qu>
8'

odder.

71 There seems to be a recognizable difference in meaning between vexodg

and vexvg as both Sophocles and Herodotus use them. In Herodotus, vixvg only

occurs in the first four books (always singular), vexodg throughout, vexodg is the

corpse as something bodily, to which one can do things, while vexvg, which often

takes a defining genitive (rare for vsxgdg), is the corpse in its relation to the

living person, a being that can itself do something: Herodotus has vexvo/iavTrfiov,

not vexQo- (5.92tj2; cf. Soph. fr. 399P). So the shepherd puts the vexodg of his own
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on the other hand, does not hesitate to make a corpse bear witness

she could have said d xaxdavwv dvrjg (cf. 24.3) so little does

her imagination move beyond the grave (cf. 9.6). That Eteocles was

patriotic and Polynices impious does not count beside their con

sanguinity. Polynices is
Eteocles'

equal by relation, and nothing that

he did can affect what he is (cf. 15.3). He lived and died a brother.

Neither the origin of their relationship nor its result is of any
importance.

Hades demands that she fulfill the law, even if the good Eteocles does

not want to be treated like the bad Polynices (cf. Ai. 1344-5) The

earth, in whose defense Eteocles perished, has no connection with

what is below (cf. 4.1). "Who
knows,"

Antigone says, "if this [the

burial of Polynices] is free from pollution
below?"

Antigone pleads

ignorance in the face of Creon's attributing his own opinion to Eteocles.

She is as uncertain about the meaning as about the origin of the law

(cf. 457). Her ultimate defense must therefore be that the law exactly

coincides with her nature. Her nature validates the law. "It is not my

nature to side with either of them in his enmity but to side with both

of them in the kindness of their
kind"

(cf. 9.5).72 To bury Polynices

is an act of love, of compassion and tenderness, that unites her with

her own (cf. 25.3). This is the essence of the law that enjoins the

burial of one's own; and Antigone is that essence by nature. Creon

understands and fails to understand when he scornfully says, "Go

then below, and love them if love you
must."

His literalness shows

how paradoxical is Antigone's living of the law. Burial for him is an

honor and a reminder; it cannot be a way of life. In punishing Antigone,

however, he will literalize her understanding of the law (cf. 47.3);

and Antigone in a way cannot but be grateful for his easing the burden

that nature and law have jointly imposed upon her (cf. 29.2).

31.2. Antigone hardly ever speaks to anyone in the expectation that

she will be listened to. In her exchange with Creon (but never with

Ismene or the Chorus) she twice drives home a point with xoi, once

at the beginning in order to appeal to him on the only ground they could

possibly share, the concern with reputation (502), and once at the end

in order to define her nature (523). After that she does not use xoi

son in the casket that carried the prince's but offers to show tcw naidiov xov vixw

to Harpagus (1.113.1-2); Tomyris seeks among the dead Persians for xov Kvqov

vixw, but while abusing its head, she speaks over t<5 vexqco (1.214.4); and most

strikingly, in the story in 2.121, the corpse of the brother is always vexvg, but the

corpse whose arm is cut off to fool the king's daughter is vexgdg 121t4,5);

cf. 4.71.4. In Antigone, in those cases where the two are metrically equivalent,

Antigone contrasts Eteocles roig ivsgdev evrifiov vexgolg with xov TloXwtlxovg vixw

(26-6); Tiresias says, rwv o&v ix rmlayyyiav iva / vixw vrxgciiv d/totfidv (1066-7);

cf. 515. vexvg is surprisingly rare in the other plays of Sophocles as well as in the

other playwrights; cf. El. 433; OC 621-2.

72 Cf. Reinhardt, op. cit., 88.
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again until in a single speech it occurs three times when she addresses

the dead (897, 904, 913; cf. Ai. 854-5). They are her only friends

(cf. 11.1).

32 (526-30). 32.1. The last word Creon utters before Ismene enters

is yvvrj. It applies far better to her than to Antigone, who hardly thinks

of herself as a woman (cf. 8.5). Ismene sheds the tears of a loving
sister; and if the tears fall down (xdxco), it is not because she has bowed

her head to gaze at what hes below the earth (cf. 26.3). She shows

a woman's way of expressing love and grief (cf. Ai. 579-80). But

Antigone never weeps (cf. 831-2, 881-2), though even the Chorus

are later moved to tears (802-3). Ismene's cloud of grief-laden tears

makes her face ugly and wets her fair cheeks. Nothing is said of Anti

gone's beauty; all we know about her looks is that in death her cheek

was white (1239). She does not become uglier in her grief: she is a

xeqag (cf. 23.1). Nothing of Antigone's ever provokes the Chorus to

such concentrated poetic expression as Ismene has done. Antigone is

recalcitrant to poetry: the guard's attempt at a simile was most notable

for its failure (cf. 25.3), Ismene's face is bloody, not from any blush

of shame (cf. 540-1), but from raking her cheeks in accordance with

a woman's way of mourning (cf. Aesch. Ch. 24; Soph. El.
90).73 She

has to mar herself in order to show to herself and to others how she

has been affected. Creon saw her raving witlessly in the palace (492).

Antigone has no need of such signs. If she had wished to go undetected,

she would never have betrayed herself. She is thus the perfect vessel

to be filled with the law's impersonality. Nothing of her own stands in

the way of her observing the love of her own. In her passion she is

neutral (cf. 34.2).

33 (531-7). 33.1. If one adopts Creon's triad of ym%ri, (pqdvrjfia,

and yvcbftr] (cf. 12.4), and Creon's first attack on Antigone (473-96)

be regarded as mostly concerned with Antigone's q>qdvnjj,a, the kind

of resolution she has brought to her action, and their exchange prior

to Ismene's entrance (508-25) as his attempt to discover Antigone's

yvd)fj,r], the reasons she may have for her action, then these lines

between himself and Ismene prepare the way for Antigone's declaration

of her rpvxr) (538-60), what she is most devoted to or loves. Antigone's

yrvxv> however, can be revealed only if Antigone confronts Ismene,

for only her rejection of Ismene can show that that which distinguishes

them in q>qdvn/ta has its ground in the difference of their yrvx^. Up to

then Creon cannot but suppose that Ismene's yvoj/tw would have been

the same as Antigone's, which Creon mistook for a woman's reasons.

Creon, moreover, primarily thinks of the soul as nothing more than

an aspect of the self (cf. 15.2). When he likens Ismene to a viper

73 Heath, W. Schmid (RhM 57, 624-5), and G. H. Macurdy (CP 1946, 163-4)

offered this interpretation; Bruhn did too but doubtfully.
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lurking in his palace, he does not say, as Clytemnestra says of Electra,

that she drinks dry his pure life's blood (xov/zov
ixTiivovce'

del tpvxfjQ

axqaxov alpa.El. 785-6), but merely that she drinks him dry. Creon

cannot understand the soul as something distinct from the self or

stronger than the body (cf. 20.2); the possibility, which Antigone in

herself presents, that the soul in being what one most loves is the

same as what one is, must look to him like madness (562).

33.2. Despite all the evidence to the contrary, Creon persists in the

belief that Antigone and Ismene are part of a pohtical conspiracy,

directed to the overthrow of his rule (cf. 525), and which their punish

ment will prevent (cf. 29.2). Antigone was in a sense responsible

for this error; by calling his rule a tyranny, she questioned his legitimacy,

on which he had put such stress (cf. 12.2). He suspects that Antigone

and Ismene have buried Polynices in order to embarrass him; for though

Eteocles could be honored as his country's champion, Polynices contri

buted as much as Eteocles to Creon's right to succeed them (cf. 173-4).

He cannot believe that Polynices was buried because he had to be

buried. His first and last question is always, cui bono?

33.3. Creon asks Ismene whether she will swear to her ignorance

of
Polynices'

burial; he did not ask Antigone whether she would swear

that she did not do the deed (442). His estimate of Ismene's dvfidg
makes him suppose that only the fear of committing perjury would

stop her from lying (493-4); he did not believe that Antigone's impudence

would go as far as to deny, while not being under oath, what she had

freely admitted to his servants. Creon thus acknowledges that her

impudence has nothing to do with cleverness or impiety (cf. 300-1).

33.4. Ismene says that she did the deed; she does not admit her

guilty knowledge, which not even Antigone could have denied her. Ismene

exaggerates her culpability, on the assumption that intention counts as

much as act. One cannot therefore help wondering whether Antigone's

vehemence in insisting that act must be strictly understood does not arise

from her fear that those below will hold her own act to be no more

than an intention (cf. 10.1-3, 48.4).

34 (538-60). 34.1. There are seventeen exchanges between Antigone

and Ismene, the same number as there were between Antigone and

Creon. Their exchange also falls into three parts (cf. 31.1), each of

which in turn decides whose deed it was (538-45), whose death it

should be (546-54), and whose choice it was (555-60). The
"subjectivity"

of its theme requires that Antigone use eyco (five times), which she did

not use once in talking with Creon. Parallel to Creon's assertion that

Antigone's vision is her own stands Antigone's assertion that justice

forbids Ismene from claiming Antigone's deed as her own; and just

as then Antigone asserted that reverence for one's own cannot be

shameful, regardless of human opinion, so she now makes Hades and

those below bear witness to her deed being her own, regardless of what
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Ismene says. That the guards could testify on her behalf does not count.

Yet she cannot bring herself to say that the nether world does not

love her who loves in speech ('Xdyoig cpiXovaav ov cpiXovai xr\v cpiXnv).

She cannot be certain of what holds there (cf. 521); nor can she be

unaware that she too might have to plead intention. Ismene, at least,
senses that Antigone's death is somehow the same as Antigone's

sanctifying of the dead; for to share in one is to share in the other.

If Creon understands the unsuccessful crime to be punishable, perhaps

Hades will not determine too exactly the degree of failure on either's

part. Punishment will validate the equation of act and intention. Anti

gone, however, decides, as Creon does later (771), that the actual

touching of the corpse by hand makes all the difference (cf. 900).

Perhaps she condemns Ismene in light of her own willingness (and

more than willingness) to handle the rotting corpse, for which, she

might suspect, Ismene had the same repugnance as the guards (cf.

28.1).

34.2. Creon had tried to argue that if Antigone granted that Eteocles

was no less a brother than Polynices, she could not justify the burial

of Polynices before his brother; but Antigone granted Creon's premise

without drawing his conclusion, for their sameness of origin outweighed

any subsequent difference. Now, however, Antigone has to distinguish

between her sister and herself, while Ismene tries to die with her solely

on the ground that they are sisters. She wants to die because her life

without Antigone would cease to be cplXog. Life (ftiog) for Ismene

can be dear or hateful; life (/?) for Antigone is merely what she

still lives (cf. 3.2). Ismene does not have the strength to live alone;

Antigone has the strength to die alone. Antigone does not need to be

helped; Ismene has Creon to care for. Ismene thinks that Antigone

thus pains her gratuitously; Antigone replies that her mockery has its

source in her pain.74 Creon had said that Antigone's favor to Polynices

was impious in the eyes of his brother; Antigone had replied that

Eteocles could not, as a brother, object, and if he did, the laws of Hades

took precedence. The mockery of Ismene matches the dishonor of

Eteocles; and Antigone's pain excuses her mockery as
Hades'

laws

excuse the insult to Eteocles. Antigone can only live up to the law

by putting aside the difference between her brothers; and she can

only die in accordance with her choice if she puts aside the difference

between fliog and fan?. She can console Eteocles with the law; she

cannot acknowledge his merits; and she can offer Ismene life; she

cannot make her happy. Antigone consists of the choice of death and

her obedience to
Hades'

laws; they are both necessarily painful; for

the laws in their insistence on uniformity suppress the difference between

goodness and badness that partly constitutes the ground for love and

hatred, no less than the choice of death suppresses the difference

7<t Cf. J. H. Kels, BICS 1963, 53-5.
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between misery and happiness (cf. 27.3). Antigone can only live

abstractly, i.e., piously. There are no words or even sounds for her

pain (554, cf. 49, 82,
86).7B She has a hot heart for cold things (cf.

10.6).

34.3. Antigone implies that Ismene's choice of life and her own

choice of death are irrevocable; Ismene replies that as Antigone's

choice was made in the face of her own warning, the choice was merely

a lapse of judgment, and no more than a proof of her own inability
to persuade Antigone. The arguments as arguments were sound. Anti

gone, however, denies that anyone else could have put a stronger

case. Ismene's arguments met with the full approval of the living, she

herself with the full approval of the dead. Ismene has no ground for

self-reproach, for Antigone's choice was not based on argument, on

reasons that someone could possibly refute. Ismene then tries one last

time. As her warnings prove her guilty knowledge, their fault is equal.

Antigone brushes this aside and continues her own line of thought.

The fact that Ismene talks at all in terms of fault shows that she persists

in accepting life. Ismene still believes that it could have been other

wise; but Antigone did not mean that either chose what she did among

other possibilities. "My soul has long been dead, so as to be [exclusively]
fit to help the

dead."

For Antigone, it is a "natural
result,"

to use

the language of the grammarians, that her soul in being dead helps

the dead, rj eprj xpvxf) Antigone nowhere else speaks of yn>xy *s

not a periphrasis for eyco :
Philoctetes'

v/ilv ndXai, as vfilv

shows, is not comparable (Ph. 1030).76 Antigone's way of being alive

has been to be in the state of death. Creon thought he was exposing

Antigone's unconscious premise when he bid her in death love the

dead below. Antigone now answers that she had been doing that all

along. Bdnxew means avficpiXeiv, and avpyiXsiv means to be alive in

death (cf. 31.1). Her choice of death has nothing to do with Creon's

punishment; it is the same as her obedience to
Hades'

laws. Her

performance of the rites of burial is her love of death (cf. 25.3).

She is what she loves. Ismene cannot die with her because it would

75 It is remarkable to what an extent Antigone refrains from using the conven

tional interjections that express grief and other intense feelings, alal occurs only

in the mouth of Creon (1267, 1288, 1290, 1306); even Ajax uses it (370). Im

Antigone uses four times (844, 850, 862, 869), as does Creon (1261, 1266, 1284,

1320, cf. 1310 Erfurdt), the Chorus once (1146). Antigone never uses <pev, the guard

and Tiresias each once (323, 1048), Creon five times (1276bis, 1300 ter, cf. 1310

codd). oi/xoi Antigone and Ismene each use thrice (86, 838, 933; 49, 82, 554),
Creon five times (320, 1105, 1271, 1275, 1294), the Chorus once (1270). Other

interjections are entirely absent: ncmal (Ph., OC. EL); ototototoI (El.); I (OC,

Tr., El.); anomnoaial (Ph.); ndnoi (OT, Tr.).
76 Almost as paradoxical as Antigone's assertion is PI. Lgs. 927al-3: ai rcbv

xeXevxriadvTmv ipvxal Swa/iiv fyovotv riva TeXevrrjoaoai, fj riov
xar'

avOgmnov

ngayfidroiv em/jeAovvrau.
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be only as punishment that it confirmed that Ismene buried Polynices;
it would not be what it is for Antigone, the worldly equivalent to

the truth of the unwritten law.

35 (561-73). 35.1. Creon again shows that his hatred of Antigone

lets him see more deeply into Antigone than Ismene's love for her.

Ismene's willingness to die is a momentary aberration; Antigone was

senseless from birth. ndXai in her -r)
6'

i/j,rj ipvxrj ndXai xeOvr/xEv means,

according to Creon, cpvctei. Ismene, however, pleads she hopes her

deferential wva!; will have some effect that no one in misery keeps

a balanced mind. Creon concedes that that holds true for Ismene;

but Antigone is not miserable (xax&g nqdatiei), she is bad and does

bad things (nqddtieiv xaxd). It is part of Antigone's senseless nature

to be bad; Ismene only made a bad and senseless choice. But Ismene

says that she has no other choice; her life alone without Antigone is

not worth living, for if Creon will kill the future wife of his own son,

her own hopes for their family's survival collapse (cf. 8.1). Creon

answers in such a way as to suggest that Ismene understands neither

his own inflexibility nor her sister's nature; Antigone is not a fjde ;

she no longer is here among the living (cf. 13.1). Her life in death

can therefore have no place for survival through generation. However

crudely Creon expresses Antigone's r)
6'

ifirj ipvxrj ndXai xidvnxev, he

does not wholly mistake its meaning. Since Antigone is not a
"this,"

to whom someone living can be attached, Creon can be crude: there

are other fields for his son to plow. Antigone is particularly liable to

others'

abstraction: Ismene calls her "bridal
rites"

(cf. 891,
1205).77

But Ismene protests Creon's denial of Antigone's individuality. The

betrothal of Antigone and Haemon was unique in its fitness. Ismene

points to their concordance in a legal relationship; she cannot bring
herself to say that they love one another (cf. 73). Creon again generalizes:

"I loathe bad wives for
sons."

Antigone is no more unique morally

than she is sexually. Ismene then despairs of dissuading Creon, for

he holds his son's wishes to be of no account. In calling Haemon
"dearest,"

Ismene underlines, not only how far Creon has gone in

the dismissal of his own (cf. 486-7), but how much her own hope

rests on Haemon. But Creon brushes Ismene aside: she and her talk

of marriage annoy him.

35.2. There are three objections to giving line 572 to Antigone.

First, we must then suppose that Creon's dishonoring of Haemon

consists in his calling Antigone a bad wife; but Creon does not criticize

his son. Antigone is as bad for Haemon as she is bad in herself; Creon

hates her on both counts (cf. 495-6). Creon, moreover, would then

be saying to Antigone that he has no patience with her and her marriage;

but Antigone neither speaks of marriage (even if line 572 be hers),

See Porson on Eur. Or. 1051.
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nor has she been pleading for pardon on this or any other account.

Creon could not answer Antigone in terms of what Ismene had said.78

His reply to Antigone would have to have been: "I do not dishonor

him in loathing
you."

And, finally, ayav ye Xvnslg suits Creon's

annoyance with Ismene, but not his violent hatred of Antigone (cf.

760, 1084; Ai. 589, 592; fr. 314,
1.393P).79

36 (574-81). 36.1. Creon now faces his third opponent, the Chorus,

whose remonstrance is so mild that they can hardly be said to oppose

him. They do not take up Antigone's argument that she obeys a divine

law, nor even Ismene's first plea that a deranged Antigone should

not be punished, but merely repeat with a tone of wonder Ismene's

second plea: "Is it really certain that you will deprive your own off

spring of
her?"

They are surprised that Creon will not relent merely

to indulge his son. The Chorus know nothing of the law, either in its

sacredness or in its mercy. "It is the nature of
Hades,"

Creon replies,

"to put a stop to this
marriage."80 Creon means that he is not going

to put to death Antigone the bride his son's wife is of little importance

one way or the other but Antigone's death guarantees the end of

Haemon's marriage. It seems proper that Creon should thus rebuke

the Chorus for speaking so girlishly. Yet Creon's refusal to be a fond

parent precipitates the destruction of his family. The worst reason in

light of the law proves to be the strongest argument in light of individuals.

If Creon had been
"un-principled,"

he would have gone unpunished.

That a concession, moreover, the very reverse of holy a father gratifying

a son's desires would have made Creon do what is holy (octet dqav)

brings out as nothing else could the uncanniness of Antigone's piety

(cf. 9.3). It is one thing to act in accordance with the sacred, it is

another to live it from within. The Chorus, at any rate, have just shown

that it is one thing to act prudently, it is another to be wise (cf. 11.2,

4).

36.2. The Chorus inadvertently introduce for the first time since

Ismene's entrance a quasi-political note: "It is resolved, it seems, that

she be
killed."

Creon is quick to pick up the cue: "Yes, resolved by
you as well as by

me."

Creon reminds the Chorus of his request, to which

they never assented, that they stand fast against those who break the

law (219-20). But his decree, even if accepted by the Chorus, would

still not thereby become the city's resolution he could not have said

"xai aot ye xdfiol xai xdXei dedoyfiev fjv (cf. 749, OT 64), for Creon

78 Cf. Schneidewin.

7r> For the pros and cons on the attribution of this line, see Miiller, 109. His

arguments for Antigone as the speaker do not come to grips with the difficulties.

Creon's reply is correctly interpreted by A. Taccone, Mouseion 1923, 187.

80 L's Ep.01 puts too great a stress on Creon's satisfaction in killing his son's

fiancee; his satisfaction still largely consists in killing a lawbreaker.
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convened the Chorus because he mistook their adaptability to circum

stance for their loyalty to the royal house (cf. 12.3). Creon senses that

the Chorus are lukewarm, as incapable of opposing as supporting him.

If he wants anything to be done, he must rely on his own servants. The

Chorus could no more guard two women than they could keep watch

over a corpse (cf. 215-7). The word c^ucoeg, moreover, which does not

recur in Sophocles (cf. 1189, 1249), indicates how unpolitical Creon

himself has become. His domain is now restricted to his own household,
in which Antigone is a slave (cf. 30.2).

36.3. Creon thinks that Antigone and Ismene, who each in her

own way has rashly chosen death, will try to escape, now that they see

Hades drawing close to their life. It is plain, however, why Ismene

would not desert Antigone; but why Antigone should not do everything

she can to avoid an unjust punishment cannot be based on the reasons

Socrates (either Plato's or Xenophon's) gave to justify his acceptance of

the
Athenians'

condemnation. Plato's Socrates does not know whether

there is a Hades; Antigone never doubts its existence she only hopes

that her family will love her (897-9). A young Socrates might have

escaped; Antigone seems to have as much to live for as to die for.

Socrates accepts his punishment as the price he pays for his choice of

remaining in Athens; Antigone accepts her punishment as the reward for

her piety. Socrates divines but does not wish that the Athenians will be

punished (Ap.S. 39c3-d3; cf. Rep. 366c3-d3); Antigone wishes but does

not divine that Creon will be punished (925-8). These differences recall

Solon's double account of human happiness (Her. 1. 30-2). When

Croesus asked Solon who he thought was the happiest of men, Solon

had
"truthfully"

answered Tellus; and when he asked who was in second

place, Solon answered Cleobis and Biton. Solon's descriptions indicate

why he ranked them as first and second. While Athens was flourishing,

Tellus had "beautiful and
good"

sons, all of whom in turn had children

that were still alive; he himself had a modest fortune and met with a

"most brilliant end of life"; for in a battle at Eleusis he routed the enemy

and died "most beautifully"; and "the Athenians buried him where he

fell at public expense and honored him
greatly."

Cleobis and Biton were

Argives, whose livelihood was
"adequate"

and whose "bodily
strength"

had won them prizes in athletic contests. A story was told that when

their mother had to appear at a festival to Hera, and the oxen to draw

her cart were not at hand, they put themselves under the yoke and

drew it forty-five stades to the sanctuary; for which they obtained the

"best end of
life,"

since "god showed in their case that it is better for

a man to die than to
live."

The Argive men "blessed the strength of the

youths,"

the Argive women their mother, who "joyful at their deed and

report"

prayed to the statue of Hera to grant her sons, who had honored

her greatly, "what is best for a man to
obtain."

Cleobis and Biton were

found dead in the sanctuary, and the Argives made images of them,
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which they dedicated at Delphi, "thinking that they had proved to be the

best
men."

The first story turns on seeing, the second on hearing. Solon

knows about Tellus Croesus asked him whom he had seen most happy;

he only knows a
"story"

about Cleobis and Biton, whose mother prayed

because of the (prf/ir) her sons received. Tellus had "beautiful and
good"

sons; Cleobis and Biton were strong. Tellus had a "most brilliant death";

Cleobis and Biton had the best. Tellus was honored by the city and

buried at public expense, for he had fought for the sake of the city.

Cleobis and Biton had helped their own mother; nothing is said about

who buried them. Tellus lived at a time when Athens was flourishing;

nothing is said about
Argos'

prosperity its preeminence had been at

the time of Io's rape (1.1.2). Tellus dies in a political setting, Cleobis

and Biton in a sanctuary.
Tellus'

death at a ripe age was the most

brilliant from a civil point of view,
Cleobis'

and Biton's from the divine.

Tellus freely chose to die; a god gave to Cleobis and Biton their end.

Tellus lived and died within the human horizon, the horizon of the city.

He obtained everything that men regard as desirable. Cleobis and Biton

obtained what gods thought best for men. The city looks to the beautiful

and fine things, the gods to the best. The human good and the divine

good are not the same. One restricts the end to visible and tangible

goods -money, beautiful children, grandchildren, public honor. The

other cares more for nonpolitical and even antipolitical ends; it says

that life is not worth living.
Socrates'

life resembles the pohtical Tellus,

Antigone's the holy Cleobis and Biton. Socrates, however, transcends

the pohtical and its xaXd while retaining its estimate of the sweetness

of human life (cf. Ap.S. 33c4, 41b5 and context); Antigone remains

within the political and its xaXd while transcending the human (cf.

27.3).

37 (582-625). 37.1. The theme of the second stasimon is human

happiness and misery, but it is not easy to formulate its unity more

exactly. Only three nouns occur in both strophic pairs: dedg, axa, cpqeveg.

One might therefore say that the Chorus are mainly concerned with how

the gods and the human soul work together for man's destruction. But

even if this does run through and bind together both strophic pairs, their

differences seem to separate them more. The first strophic pair sees the

individual as part of his family; the second sees him as part of mankind.

The first strophic pair speaks of generation, root, and house (yeved, yevog,

qtCa, dd/j,og, olxoi) ; the second speaks of mortals and men (dvaxoi,
avdqeg). The first strophic pair contains no nonmetaphoric substantive

for the individual; the second contains no proper names except Olympus

and Zeus. The stasimon, then, as a whole turns on the ambiguity of

"kind"

(yevog) : man in his parentage and man in his humanity. The first

strophic pair speaks of man's past (dqxala) and his becoming and

perishing (cpdixoi) ; the second speaks of man's future (sXntg, eqcog)

and his existence (ftioxog) sleep, old age, and time. The stasimon,
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however, nowhere considers man as part of the city, perhaps because

the city does not properly constitute a yevog in any natural way
(cf. 342-5).

37.2. The first strophe begins with a general statement, which the

elaborate simile that follows it is meant to illustrate. The second strophe

begins with a general statement, which the facts that follow it are meant

to prove; and the second strophe ends with the statement of a lav/ binding
for all time. The first antistrophe begins with an example, which the

Chorus have themselves seen, that confirms the first strophe's statement,

the operation of which is then illustrated more particularly in the case

of Antigone. The second antistrophe begins with an explanation of the

law's universal validity, which it then illustrates in a homely way, and

whose meaning is in turn revealed by a renowned adage. The first strophic

pair is vivid and imprecise every one of its substantives occurs elsewhere

in Sophocles; the second is plain, and distinct vnsq^aaia and dwdaxag

occur only here, dvvatitg only again at 95 1.81 The first strophic pair

seems to be the poetic interpretation, the second seems to be the wise

(620) interpretation of human life. The second strophic pair explains

why a god leads a man astray (vneq^aaia) ; the first accounts for the

continuance of disaster within a family but not for its initial subversion

by the gods. The gods of the first strophic pair are chthonic, the gods

of the second Olympian. The chthonic has to do with the irrational, which

it itself represents, the Olympian with the immoral, whose delusions it

brings. The first strophic pair seems to pardon Antigone, the second to

condemn her.

37.3. The simile of the first strophe likens the Thracian winds that

set the surge in motion to the gods who once they have shaken a house

never let its tremors cease. The ruffled surge in racing across the darkness

of the sea's depths, and from which it stirs up dark sand, must be the

present generation of a family (all of whom now lie below in darkness),82

which likewise stirs up the original dxn, and which the individual of

this last generation confronts as a shore confronts the storm. But the

simile, however vividly it conveys that of which it is a simile, still more

looks forward to the antistrophe's description of Antigone. The parallelism

is remarkable for its inversion. The surge that races over the nether

darkness under the sea is turned upside down in the light of hope that

stretches over the last root of
Oedipus'

house; the dark sand rolled up

from the depths is echoed inversely in the blood-red dust of the nether

gods that buries Antigone;83
and the headlands in their groaning and

81 Cf. A. A. Long, Language and Thought in Sophocles, 57-8.

82 It cannot be accidental that egefiog everywhere else in classical poetry is

connected with Tartarus and death; cf. OC 1389-90; Trag. adesp. 377 N.

83 ajxq. is difficult if xdvig is kept, but I venture to suggest that it has nothing

to do with the verb to mow, but that it is found in dta/idco (cut through) with the

basic meaning *to dig, the nominal forms of which are afin (mattock) and dfidga
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rumbling are taken up, again backwards, in the senselessness of speech

and fury of wits that Antigone adds to the sacred law of burial. Antigone

once more enters poetry under duress (cf. 32.1). She resists the poetry;

she is antigeneration, who cannot embody, as Ismene and the Chorus

believe she does, the hope in generation. The Chorus cast her in this

role only to discover that the original crime of her family (the dark sand)

proves to be the blood-red dust owed to the nether gods. The paradox of

equating a sacred law with an original crime can be avoided only by

concluding that it is better not to be born. Thus there culminates in

Antigone manifest to the Chorus in her inherited savagery and to

Creon in her inborn senselessness the very character of her family,84

which wiped out through Oedipus that succession of generations on

which the
Chorus'

argument rests. But if the
Labdacids'

original crime

consists in generation itself, Antigone strangely is the hope of her race,

not in perpetuating but in reconstituting it in Hades (cf. 27.5); and

her senselessness of speech and fury of wits are the deepest wisdom

(cf. 22.10, 11). That which buries Antigone is that which finally
purifies her kind.

37.4 The second stasimon sings of all that the first stasimon had

omitted (cf. 22.7, 25.2). Nothing remains of man's dsivoxng the

light-witted birds that man snares become the light-witted desires that

delude man unless it be hope, to which the second antistrophe here

ascribes the same moral neutrality as the second antistrophe there had

ascribed to art. But the goodness of art depended on its alliance with

the laws of the land and the justice of the gods; the goodness of far-

ranging hope seems to depend on nothing. The city no longer mediates

between the confrontation of gods and men, for it does not administer

the law that the Chorus now lay down. Yet the benefits of hope without

the city seem to be limited to the life untouched by evils, the life,

according to the Chorus, of the happy. Such happiness is consistent with

the guard's understanding of the greatest pleasure, the unexpected escape

from evils (cf. 24.2), but neither with the splendor of Solon's Tellus

nor with the happiness of tyranny (506-7). Everything beautiful and

brilliant belongs to Olympian Zeus. Man's delusion consists in his hope

that he can acquire for himself these prerogatives of Zeus; but he is

(channel), xarafidco would then have the same sense as xarogvoow. Frisk also

thinks that two distinct roots might be involved (Griechisches Etymologisches

Worterbuch); but Chantraine does not (Dictionnaire etymologique de grec). See

further N. B. Booth's defense, CQ 1959, 76-7. Heimreich's axiq (for d/ia) is to

be preferred to xonlg; but if xonlg must be accepted, the best parallel to the whole

passage would be Aesch. Ch. 286-90. Even xonig, however, makes the passage no

easier to understand; for if Xdycov avoia and <pgevcbv 'Egivvg are in apposition

to it, the Chorus can only be saying that Antigone's destruction is due to some

chthonic power, which power can only be the law of burial.

84 Laius was held to be the first homosexual.
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always held in check. This check is formulated as a law, in which

unfortunately the key term is corrupt; but the sense seems to have been

that everything wholly loved and desired comes disastrously to man.85

If one strips Antigone's devotion to her family both of its divine origin

through generation and of its divine sanction in the unwritten law and

looks upon it as an entirely individual and human phenomenon, no

different in kind from Haemon's love of Antigone, then the Chorus

simply condemn Antigone for her lack of moderation. But it is then not

easy to say how Antigone transgresses the power of Zeus. Or do the

Chorus mean that Antigone's love of her own offends Zeus through its

denial of everything noble and splendid as much as the emulation of

his splendor would? The Olympian gods would thus represent a twofold

prohibition, forbidding equally the exclusive love of one's own, which

turns away from everything higher than itself, and the exclusive love

of the beautiful, which challenges their supremacy. The human embodi

ment of this twofold prohibition is the city, which looks up to the gods

as both its defender and its aspiration. But the Chorus do not mention

the city. Their silence would seem to indicate that they are aware that

the city does not embody but rather uneasily contains this twofold pro

hibition. If, however, one keeps Antigone's character as an individual

human being together with her character as the expression of her origins

and of the sacred, Antigone herself looks like the perfect resolution

between the love of one's own and the love of the beautiful (cf. 9.3,4).

But Antigone is a monster in the eyes of the Chorus (cf. 23.1). It seems,

in any case, to be the counsel of despair if the perfect resolution neces

sarily entails the love of death.

37.5 One might suppose that the second stasimon does not exclusively

refer to Antigone, but that only the first strophic pair does, while the

second refers to Creon. Creon is willfully, Antigone helplessly guilty.

Human misery has two different sources, one to be traced back through

one's own ancestors to an original crime, the other directly attributable

to an individual's hybris. On this view, Antigone represents the final

85 H. Lloyd-Jones has shown that Heath's nd/inoXv
y'

is impossible (CQ 1957,

10-20); but his own fttoxog nd/tnoXvg (also proposed by Kayser) does not

satisfy, for jSi'otoc is not oXfiog, nor is nd/ifieyag ndfinoXvg, and the hope of

prosperity cannot by itself be the ground for the disastrousness of prosperity.

nd/moXvg, moreover, does not occur in extant tragedy; it seems to be avoided

in formal prose; Isocrates does not have it; see further Miiller, 145, note 1. When

Jebb paraphrases the impossible ndjxnoXv
y'

in order to explain the antistrophe's

ydg, he says, "No inordinate desire comes to
men...."

I suggest then either the

unattested najxcpiXig or ngoayiXig. The other possibility is the often conjectured

navreXig: "Nothing comes complete to human life except
disaster,"

i.e., only art]

stands at the peak of human hopes. Possibly nag nddag should be read: "Nothing
follows as closely on the heels of human life as

artj."

Sophocles would have

deformed the proverb, vipeoig di ye nag ndda fSaivei (nagd nddag codd.).
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working out of her inheritance, and Creon the beginning of a new chain

of disasters. Ismene does not yet pose a problem, for the Chorus believe

that she will share in the fate of Antigone; but Creon not only commits

the first crime, he sees its destructive force at work in his own family.

There will be no later generations to assume Creon's crime. Creon's

punishment, which hes in the loss of his family, illustrates the operation

of inheritance so perfectly that it fails to illustrate the operation of

inheritance. Ismene's survival, on the other hand, could be taken as

auguring a fresh onset of
Laius'

crime (cf. second hypothesis). The

second strophic pair, then, cannot be thus reconciled with the first.

If, however, one ignores the
Chorus'

restriction in the first antistrophe

to the individual's family, and generalizes it to pertain to man as man,

the first crime of a race would become man's original sin. This sin

could have been
Prometheus'

theft of fire, or, to keep to the presentation

of the first stasimon, man's own invention of the arts, the punishment for

which was, according to Hesiod, first Pandora and then the race of

women, or, to keep again to the play, generation itself, of which no

more telling example on either account could be found than the race

of Laius. The second strophic pair would then come into its own as the

proper pendant of the first. Although man's hope the second, according

to Aeschylus, of
Prometheus'

crimes (cf. 23.1), and the gift to man,

according to Hesiod, of Pandora is inevitably frustrated by
Zeus'

power,

hope is both a blessing as the indispensable companion to man's ineradi

cable misery and a curse as the irresistible lure to transgression. The

second stasimon would thus have been the
Chorus'

meditation on the

first stasimon, to which the intervention of Antigone would have provoked

them. It is a mark of
Sophocles'

restraint that he did not let the Chorus

express this meditation; and it is a mark of his wisdom that he encouraged

us to make it (cf. 11.4).

38 (626-38). 38.1. The Chorus tell Creon of Haemon's coming.

They remind him that the hope of his own race depends on his only

surviving son. They thus obliquely refer to Megareus (1303), whose

sacrificial death in appeasing the wrath of Ares has just now helped to

save Thebes. It would seem, then, that Creon has already shown that

he rules in accordance with his own laws: he gave up his son for the

sake of his fatherland. Yet he did not decide to glorify
Megareus'

death

but strangely chose
Eteocles'

as the highest form of patriotism. The

need to prove his own legitimacy apparently outweighed what no one

would have rated at less than a pardonable pride in his own consistency.

His punishment would surely have gained in poignancy if the loss of

his elder son underlay his hatred of Polynices and Antigone.86 But could

a man who has just sacrificed his son in obedience to a soothsayer's

word have failed to consult him about the prohibition of
Polynices'

86 Creon's relation to Megareus is often misunderstood; see, e.g., Schneidewin,

Einleitung, 8.
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burial? And if he had, would he then abuse Tiresias as Creon does?

Creon has given no indication up to now that he has ever experienced

suffering (cf. 27.2). Are we then to suppose that Creon was indifferent

to his son's sacrifice and his own? Or that he regarded them as so

obligatory that he ceased to count them as obligations? Creon does not

impress us as a humble man. If, moreover, one accepts
Euripides'

version,

that Creon tried to abet
Megareus'

(Menoiceus') ostensible avoidance of

self-sacrifice (Phoen. 962-85), Creon would be nothing but a hypocrite,
more than willing to save his own at the expense of his fatherland. One

of two conclusions would then follow: either Creon punishes Antigone

out of shame at his own lapse from patriotism, or Creon thinks
Megareus'

sacrifice was unnecessary, a pious invention of Tiresias. In the former

case, one would expect some hint of a remorse that takes so spiteful a

form; and in the latter, his claim to have never departed from
Tiresias'

advice would be demonstrably false (993). When, however, the Chorus

ask whether Haemon has come in grief and pain for his blighted hopes,

Creon gratuitously replies: "We shall soon know better than
soothsayers."

In the mouth of Creon /idvxig is no more to be strictly understood than

Zevg iqxelog, unless, perhaps, Creon now shows his resentment of

Tiresias, whose unerring advice might rankle. His glorification of Eteocles

would be his way of getting back at Tiresias. Yet perhaps Creon cannot

be simply explained. The truth about him might lie in his very lack of

any overwhelming passion or principle. Nothing dominates but petty

suspicion, spite, and resentment. He is cold without being magnanimous.

It would then call for much reflection on the ways of the gods if Creon's

punishment consists in the loss of those who have never meant much

to him (cf. 63.1,3). He does not, at any rate, address the dead Haemon

or Eurydice with one term of affection; and he then addresses the

messenger as he had just addresed his son; & nal (1289).8T

38.2. The Chorus ask Creon whether Haemon has come in pain

and grief; Creon asks Haemon whether he has come in fury and anger;

but Creon asks the alternative as well, whether he remains dear to

Haemon regardless of what he does. Creon does not ask whether Haemon

remains loyal to him despite his pain. If he is angry with his father, he

is against his father; if he loves his father, he approves of him. Creon

refuses to take love and pain into account. But he expects a loyalty
on the part of Haemon that he otherwise condemns, for Creon despised

anyone who put his cplXog before his country (cf. 12.4). Haemon does

not answer Creon's question. He defers to his judgment but not neces

sarily to his actions. That he is Creon's does not mean that Creon can

do with him as he likes (cf. 29.3). As Creon is his guide because his

judgment is sound, Haemon implies that he does not simply defer to

87 Hermann remarks that this ordinary form of address is absent from tragedy

except here and Aesch. Ch. 653-4: for Creon only the master-slave relation counts

(cf. 479).
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him as a father. Haemon knows what a sound judgment is. Does he

need then anyone at all to guide him? Haemon also knows that love

does not and cannot affect his judgment. He is a competent judge of

wisdom and free of self-interest. In order to prove the first, he would

have to defer to someone whom Creon acknowledged to be wisecould

he have cited at this point Tiresias? -and to prove the second, he would

have to do something against his self-interest offer, for example, to

marry anyone of his father's choosing. It is partly because he does not do

this that neither Creon nor the Chorus accept his silence about his

love for Antigone as a proof of his disinterestedness (cf. 43.1). Haemon

does not know how to argue; he knows only how to be right.

39 (639-80). 39. 1.88 The theme of Creon's speech is hierarchy,

whose two central lines concern the consequence of his failing to keep

in order those who are naturally of his own kind. The speech falls into

three parts: fathers and sons (639-54), the private and the public (655-67),

obedience and disobedience (668-80). In each part Antigone exemplifies

something different: the bad wife (651), the improper claims of the

private (658), and woman (678). Only in the first part does Creon speak

directly to Haemon (639, 648), though not even there does he ever use

the second person pronoun, which, indeed, in the entire confrontation

with Haemon he uses but twice, first to ask whether Haemon is

unqualifiedly loyal to him (634), last to declare that Haemon's speech

is wholly on Antigone's behalf (748).

39.2. Creon says that Haemon must hold to the sentiments he has

expressed, which Creon interprets to mean that a son must set his

father's judgment before everything else. Thebes no less than Antigone

falls under this rule. Men pray that the offspring they beget Creon

does not restrict the prayer to sons be obedient, in order that they

requite their father's enemy with evil and honor their father's friend

as their father does. Children are useless unless they conform to this

purpose, for the father has then sown nothing but troubles for himself as

well as his
enemies'

ridicule. Children are a calculated risk that can pay

off in benefits; they have nothing to do with pleasure or love. One

wonders what Creon would have said about the duty of sons to bury
their fathers (cf. Lys. 13.45; Isae. 2.25.4). Creon himself, moreover, is

aware of a difficulty. Sons get married and become fathers in their

own homes (iv dd/noig) they do not as a rule stay at home (ev ddfioig

sxeiv), forever obedient to their fathers. The son acquires his own cpiXot,

whom he could not expect his father in turn to honor. Creon therefore

has to imply that no enemy of his is good and no friend bad; so Haemon,

simply on the basis of calculation (eidcbg), should not marry Antigone,

unless he wants to inflict troubles on himself. Creon thus gives a tripartite

argument, the inner coherence of which is not self-evident. It would

88 I do not accept Seidler's displacement of 668-71; see below 39.3.
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follow at once from the subordination of everything to a father's judgment

that Haemon must reject Antigone, for Creon says that she is bad.

The opposition between judgment and pleasure could not be more

clear-cut. And yet Creon inserts between the premise and the conclusion

the prayer of fathers. But why should Haemon obey Creon because

Creon has prayed for his obedience? Haemon must obey because that

is what Creon wants. The duty of the son is grounded in the pleasure of

the father. But Creon does not want anything else than what would be

good for Haemon. Creon, however, can give no other reason why he

wants Haemon's good except that it is his own good. He does not say

that he cares for Haemon. His argument founders on the tension between

a father's judgment and judgment simply, which he in vain tries to ease

through prayer.

39.3. Creon knows that Haemon cannot loathe Antigone simply

on Creon's command; he is content if Haemon will let her go as if

(d)tiei) she were ill-disposed to him. Creon does not ask that Haemon

literally fulfill the prayer of fathers; he does not have to be his father's

champion. Creon goes even further. It makes no difference whether

Haemon obeys him or not; he will kill Antigone he has always before

spoken euphemistically of killing (308, 489, 581) or let someone else

give it its name (220, 497, 576) because as she alone out of the whole

city was openly disobedient he does not forget for a moment his secret

enemies (291) he will not prove himself false to the city. The "ethical
dative"

ndXei is ambiguous. It can mean either that Creon will not

pardon Antigone because he could not then bear the city's mockery of

his indulgence to Haemon or that Antigone's disobedience threatens the

supremacy of the city. Antigone can harp all she wants on Zevg vvai/j,og.

Zeus is again in Creon's mouth an empty term (cf. 29.3). Creon takes

only the Olympian and celestial Zeus seriously (184, 758, 1040-1;

cf. 37.2). He pretends that Antigone's appeal to the Zeus of kinship
is the same as her asking for pardon on the basis of her kinship with him.

The natural relation between Creon and Antigone does not differ from

the allegedly sacred relation between Antigone and Polynices. To cherish

one's own natural kind to the point of disorder entails the encouragement

of disorder in the city. Creon implies that he would not hesitate to kill

Haemon if he found him disobedient. What can only be a father's prayer

to hope for becomes a ruler's power to enforce. Lines 661-2 look as

though they could mean only one of two things: either that whoever is

just in his dealings with his own will be just in his dealings with the city

(cf. Her. 5.29) or that whoever as ruler subordinates his own good to

the city's good iv xoig olxetoitiiv dvfjQ xQVar^ Is a Just ruler- Creon,

however, can mean neither of them. If the rJtf-nc of 663 is the same

as the daxig of 661, and it means the ruler, the ruler's justice consists

in his obedience to the city's laws; but since the law in question is

Creon's own decree, Creon has to replace it with the ruler's will, from

which it follows that the ruler obeys his own self-interest. If, on the
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other hand, the orrac of 663 is the same as the oaxig of 661, but it

means the subject, the subject is just if he obeys the ruler whom he,

along with the other citizens, has established;
but his justice then consists

in an obedience that is independent of justice; he simply subordinates

his own interests to the ruler's. If Creon thinks that the ruler's interests

are identical with the subject's, it would be very easy to be good in dealing

with one's own. Only out of mistaken self-interest could the private

man disobey. But how does the private man know that his own interests

coincide with the ruler's? It would seem that the subject banks on his

becoming a ruler in turn. The city is nothing but a mutual exploitation

society, in which every citizen has his chance as ruler to compensate for

the injustices he has suffered as subject. Creon, however, cannot say

that. The obedient subject is the noble ruler. He is noble because he

subordinates his own interests to the city and its laws; but the laws of

the city are Creon's decree. Creon could avoid this consequence, which

no less faces him as ruler, if he supposes that the tacit obedience of the

citizens to his decree is equivalent to their subordination of their own

interests to the city. He would thus imply that everyone regards xd iyyevfj
cpvaei of Creon as his own olxela. As this cannot literally be true,

Creon must mean that every citizen sees in Antigone a threat to his

rule within his own family. Every citizen is a father or potential father,

who must base his present or future rule on the superiority of men.

Creon seems to oppose the city to the family; but he in fact models the

city on the family (cf. 30.2). Obedience to the unjust ruler depends on

obedience to the father, and not vice versa. Lines 661-2, then, mean:

"Whoever keeps his own family in its proper order will also maintain

the proper order of the
city."

Creon, however, has to admit that the

family is not an actual model, for fathers have to pray for obedient

children. The actual family therefore needs the city in order for it to

become the model family. Without the other fathers no father could be

certain of obedience. The city guarantees that the superior male be the

actually superior father. But the city exacts a quid pro quo: the city

will support the family in all its dignity if the family subordinates itself

to the city; but the family cannot exist in all its dignity if it is subordinate

to the city. Creon does not see this vicious circle because he is the ruler

of the city. He can thus subordinate the family to the city at the same

time that he can maintain the dignity of the father.

39.4. Whoever scrupulously obeys the city's ruler would be a noble

ruler, a good subject, and in a storm of spears would stick to his

assigned post, a just and good comrade-in-arms. That he would be a good

subject follows only if obedience by itself turns him into the perfect

instrument of the ruler's will; and that he be a just and good naqaoxdxng

follows only if his martial competence can be presumed; but that he

would be a noble ruler follows at once on his realization that the ruler

must exact obedience. The threefold consequence of obedience seems

to be matched by the threefold consequence of disobedience, which
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Creon treats as being equivalent to lack of order. When it does occur

to him that neidaqxta and dvaqxla could fall together, he relies on the

subordination of women to men, which is far more firmly established

than either the subordination of children to fathers, which depends on

prayer and the city, or the subordination of wives to husbands, which

depends on judgment overriding pleasure. Disobedience destroys cities,

ruins households, and routs an army in battle. The third consequence

of disobedience is the counterpart of the third consequence of obedience,

which, however, Creon now admits, does not invariably guarantee

success. The first consequence of disobedience is the counterpart of the

first and second consequence of obedience; but the second consequence

of disobedience the ruination of households cannot have its proper

correlate, for the father does not give up his own rule when he obeys

the city's ruler, nor does a son prove his competence to rule in his

obedience to his father, a wife in her obedience to her husband, or a

woman in her obedience to a man. Creon's praise of unqualified

obedience, so that whoever practices it automatically acquires the right

to rule, undercuts the very basis of the hierarchy on which Creon models

pohtical rule. Creon avoids the self-contradiction by explicitly restricting

the right to rule to men (xovxov xov avdqa) and implicitly to fathers.

The Chorus, at any rate, though they think that Creon speaks prudently,

wonder whether they have not been deceived by time (681-2). As loyal

old men, all of whom could by now have been fathers, they cannot but

be pleased with Creon's granting them the right to rule (cf. 988). Haemon,

on the other hand, cannot be much moved by an argument that promises

him the right to rule as a man while it deprives him of the way to become

a father.

40 (683-723). 40.1. The theme of Haemon's speech is wisdom, whose

center consists of two parallel sentences, the first saying that Haemon

has no more prized possession than his father's success, the second asking

what greater delight could children have than their father's glory, or a

father than his children's. The speech turns on three sententiae, each

of which contradicts in turn the three parts of Creon's speech. To Creon's

demand that a son must set his father's judgment before everything else,

Haemon answers that judgment does not reside with fathers qua fathers

(683-4); to Creon's claim that whoever is good in his own things will

be just in the city, Haemon answers that whoever thinks most highly
of his own understanding is empty (708-9); and to Creon's praise of

unqualified obedience, Haemon answers that it can be only the second-

best (720-3). Haemon connects his threefold opposition to Creon's

opinions with a threefold attack on Creon himself: his ignorance (688-91),

his pride (705-6), his obduracy (711, 718). Throughout his speech

Haemon speaks directly to Creon. The second person pronoun and

possessive adjective here occur seven times, and in the exchange that

follows seven times more (cf. 39.1).
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40.2. Creon began with the superiority of a father's judgment and

ended with the superiority of men; Haemon begins with the gods

implanting (<pvovaiv) sense (cpqeveg) in human beings, the highest of

human possessions (xxn/xdxcov Ls; cf. 1050, fr. 210, 36P), and ends

with his assigning the highest rank to the man who is by nature (cpvvai)

wholly full of knowledge (imaxijfir]). Haemon is incapable, nor does

he wish to be capable, of denying the correctness of what Creon has said.

But his own incapacity, which seems to be due as much to the
gods'

unequal distribution of wisdom as to his own filial piety, does not prevent

him from reporting the criticism of others. Although Creon inspires terror

in the ordinary citizen (dn/udx-ng), Haemon relies not only on his adopting

the messenger's role (cf. 277) but on his father's affection to offset his

displeasure. But the impossible task Haemon has thus set himself wipes

out any gain his self-effacement might have won him. He must now

prove that the ordinary Theban is the wise man. And Haemon faces

another difficulty. Creon does not need Haemon to learn of the city's

disapproval; he counted his disregard of it as his greatest merit (178-81).

He is not ignorant of either the secret murmuring of his enemies (290-1)

or the hidden defiance of his rule (655). Haemon tries to sidestep the

first difficulty by shifting from the correctness (dqdmg) of Creon's

speech to the moral beauty (xaXcog) of a counter view (cf. 706, 723).

And he tries to sidestep the second difficulty by appealing to Creon's

own concern for reputation. Creon betrayed such a concern twice: he

spoke of the mockery of a father's enemies (647), and he refused to be

called a woman's inferior (680). Haemon exploits this concern in a

peculiar way. He virtually identifies Creon's good fortune with Creon's

glory; and he urges his own cherishing of the one and delight in the other.

For Haemon to cite Antigone's glory while appealing to Creon's only

looks absurd; he in fact obliquely threatens Creon with the power of

the city. He could lose everything if the city acts on its now-secret opinion

(iqefivn cpdxig), for Antigone can obtain the golden honor (xqvcffjg xififjg)

she deserves only if the city publicly grants it. Haemon therefore puts

Creon's good fortune and repute in terms of his own possession and

delight in order to show that he would take no pleasure in Creon's

downfall. Yet he adds that a father has no greater delight than in his

children's glory. Is he thinking of his brother Megareus (cf. 38.1)?

Or does he insinuate that Creon can bask through Haemon in Antigone's

glory? However this may be, Haemon tries to link wisdom as the highest

human possession with public opinion through his own most precious

possession, the good fortune of Creon. In the absence of his own wisdom,

Haemon must esteem most highly what can be his; and Creon's success

can flourish and thus remain Haemon's only if Creon abides by public

opinion, his knowledge of which depends on his devoted son. It is

Haemon's care for Creon that eases the tension between public opinion

and wisdom (cf. 39.2).
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40.3. According to the city, Antigone's most glorious deed the city

does not say aat eqycov evae^eaxdxcov consists in the burial of her

brother fallen in bloody slaughter (iv cpovalg), whom she did not allow

to be destroyed (dXiadai) by ravenous dogs or any bird (cf. 1314). The

city does not say that Polynices died in battle ("iv fiaxn); indeed, it

speaks more euphemistically of his death than of his threatened con

sumption by beasts (cf. 1018, 1029). It prefers to forget, as the Chorus

had advised themselves to do (150-1), both the war and the kind of

war in which Polynices was engaged. The city, therefore, does not say,

any more than Haemon does, that Antigone's glory lies in her resistance

to Creon's decree. The city speaks cryptically even outside of Creon's

hearing. It speaks as if the very handling of her brother's body, and not

the fulfillment of a divine law, distinguished Antigone. The city speaks

of neither the divine law nor Antigone's piety. It interprets Antigone's

deed as intended to prevent dogs and birds from destroying
Polynices.89

Antigone saved her brother. That she saved a corpse no one mentions:

neither vexvg nor vexqdg occurs between 515 and
818.90

Creon,

however, just spoke of the many bodies (adifiaxa) that obedience saves

(676). The city understands Antigone militarily. It tries to assimilate her

deed as much as possible to a victory like
Tellus'

(cf. 36.3). Thebes

does not see Antigone as Argos saw Cleobis and Biton. Creon had

ordered
Polynices'

body (difiag) to be left unburied in order that the

city might see the birds and dogs eat and disgrace it (cf. 4.6). The

city itself, however, speaks of the brother being eaten and perishing.

Antigone is to die disgracefully (xdxiaxa <pdlvei); Polynices would have

suffered something more, the loss of self. Tiresias can speak of the unholy

consequences of
Polynices'

punishment, and hence of the sacred reasons

for the divine law (cf. 52); and he can speak as well of its meanness

(1029-30); but the city knows nothing about any of this. Just to be

eaten, and nothing else, constitutes in the city's opinion the whole

meaning of lack of burial. To be incorporated into the nonhuman, the

literal bestialization of man, one can say, is the primal terror (cf. 108
1).91

89 On the inexactness of the city's speech, see A. B. Drachmann, Hermes 1908, 69.

It is of a piece with the city's (or Antigone's) misunderstanding of the reason for

Creon's calling the extraordinary assembly of the Chorus; cf. note 7.

90 Their joint abstention from the word seems to be in accordance with Athenian

speech: no Thucydidean speaker (unlike Herodotus) ever uses vexgdg. When

Socrates refers to the corpses the generals failed to recover at Arginousae, he says

xovg ix xfjg vavfiaxlag (PI. Ap.S. 32b3); likewise Lysias 5.36. When orators use

vexgdg, it almost invariably refers to the dead buried at Marathon. On no Greek

verse inscription is vexgdg Ivixvg used, as far as I know, before the third century;

see W. Peek, Griechische Grabgedichte, numbers 129, 195, 220. Peek's remark

about the increasingly euphemistic language about death (p. 37) would have to be

modified.

01 Cf. Moschion fr. 6, 30-3 N: xdx rovde xoiig Bavdvrag &giaev vdfiog / xv/ipoig

xaXvnxtiv xam/ioigdodai xdviv / vexgolg dOdnroig,
fit]d'

iv 6q>8aX(ioig iav / rfjg ngdade

Oolvrjg fivrjfidvevfia dvoaepovg.
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The question whether this terror is part of the core out of which man's

need for gods arises or whether the gods, having given man his humanity,

enjoin through the law that man live up to their gift underlies all of

Antigone. Antigone herself seems to point to the truth of either answer

(cf. 28.1).

40.4. Haemon follows up the veiled threat of the city with an

argument that seems to have nothing to do with the city. He has wisdom

yield to public opinion only to have public opinion yield in turn to

moderation. Regardless of the city and regardless of what the issue is,

Creon must in himself (iv tiavxCo) be more adaptable. The Chorus,

not Antigone, should be his model. Haemon now adopts for his own

purposes two remarks of Creon. The triad of yrvxV> <pqdvn[ia, and

yvmfin, which Creon had said come to sight only in rule (cf. 12.4),

becomes the triad of cpqovslv, yX&aaa, and yn>x)]; and the two likenesses

that Creon had used to illustrate Antigone's character and his way of

dealing with it overtempered iron and spirited horses (cf. 29.2)-

are matched by the likenesses of trees facing a winter torrent and a

seaman overstraining the sail's sheet. Haemon's triad, however, does not

exactly correspond with Creon's; it resembles much more the first

stasimon's triad of cpdeyfia, <pqdvr]fj,a, and daxwdfiot dqyal (cf. 22.11).

Since Haemon has to attack Creon in his pride his fearless resolve

(cpqdvvfia) to maintain what he is most devoted to (rpvxi]) and the

question of argument (yvcb/nrj) is hence irrelevant, Haemon presents

Creon's resolution as vanity, his arguments as specious, and his devotion

as hollow. Creon's distinction between rulers and nonrulers is false.

What comes to sight in the ruler must be the same as that which is latent

in everyone else. The ruler's laws (cf. 191) must be the hidden opinion

that the city has at any moment. Haemon speaks of the people and

later of the gods but never of the city's laws (cf. 52.3). Between the

divine law and the opinion of the people, which Haemon tacitly likens

to the irresistible force of a stormy stream or sea (cf. Her. 3.81.2), there

is nothing to guide the ruler. The ruler's moderation consists solely in

doing anything to save his own skin. Haemon thus shows his care for

Creon: he argues self-preservation at the expense of a futile but possibly

noble resistance. Creon's high-mindedness, he believes, is mere bluster,

concealing a fear for his own safety. He is the typical tyrant, according

to Thucydides, who takes no risks (1.17). It is for this reason that Haemon

keeps silent for so long about the divine law, for he does not know

whether its violation involves punishment.

40.5. According to Creon, Antigone is unskillful art and/or artless

nature; according to Haemon, though Creon runs the risk of becoming
the same, he does not have to be like the uprooted trees or the unskillful

seaman who drowns. He can restrain his nature (rjdog) or improve his

skill. He can yield to what cannot be resisted (to fxrj xelveiv dyav)
or he can accept the opinion of others (to fiavddveiv noXXd). They are
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equivalent, for the opinion of others is what cannot be resisted. Creon

could object, however, that it is pointless to learn mere opinion (rpdxig)
and base to yield to it. Haemon therefore has to go further. The best

thing is to be born wise; but as that rarely happens, it is noble too to

learn from others who speak well. To speak well is the result of either

being born wise or learning from still others who speak well. As Haemon

can hardly claim that everyone in Thebes was born wise except Creon

(cf. PL Ap.S. 24d3-35all), he implies that the people learnt their wisdom

from others, who must be either their more than human ancestors or the

gods themselves. Haemon defers to his father's wisdom only to establish

the wisdom of his father's fathers. He thus presents a sophisticated version

of Antigone's appeal to the unwritten laws of the gods (cf. 27.2).

These live in the tpdrig of the city, which has inherited the wisdom the

gods implanted in human beings long ago. Haemon can therefore replace

the divine punishment for the law's violation, which Antigone saw in

her pain, with the people's punishment, which now threatens to sweep

Creon away.

41 (724-7). 41.1. The Chorus now speak the only ridiculous lines

in the play. They advise Creon to learn from Haemon and Haemon to

learn from Creon, "for it is well said on both
sides."

The Chorus show

their wisdom to be only a mimicry of wisdom. They suggest that Creon,

who argues for the paternal authority of the ruler, can compromise with

Haemon, who argues for the divine authority of the city's voice. Fathers,

however, are not ancestors. They begin to become ancestors as soon as

they are dead (cf. OT 987).92 Such a transformation can occur only

through burial rites, which declare that the father is not carrion and

does not perish (cf. 40.3). Now Creon talks of fathers as begetters

(qmaavxeg) who pray for obedient children (yovdg), Haemon of the gods

begetting (qwovaiv) wisdom (cpqevag). To endow parents with the authority

of wisdom, it is first of all necessary to look upon them as nonsexual

beings, i.e., as not possible objects of sexual desire. The prohibition

against incest embodies this
reverence.93 It thus belongs together with

the injunction to bury one's parents under the prohibition against seeing

them naked (cf. 16.2). Antigone's burial of her brother points only

to this issue; it is the confrontation between father and son that makes

it plain.

41.2. Creon asks the Chorus whether "we old
men"

(ol xnXixolde)

perhaps he means the Chorus as well as himself (cf. 39.4) are

to be taught by a man as young as Haemon is by nature (xrjv qwaiv).

Creon does not add that
"we"

too are old men by nature, for nature

links age as closely with decay as with wisdom. Something more than

natural ageing is needed to turn men into respected fathers. But Creon

92 Cf. PI. Lgs. 717d7-el.

93 Cf. Thomas Summa contra gentiles III.124.
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does not see fathers except as begetters; and fathers cannot become more

than begetters unless they pattern themselves after the ancestors, which

Creon could do only if he abandoned his position (cf. 1113-4). He

conceives of his own interests too narrowly to ally himself for long with

the ancestral. Once he has finished with Antigone, he never again argues

the case of the fatherland against Polynices.

42 (728-65). 42.1. The exchange between Haemon and Creon falls

into three parts, in each of which Creon tries to force Haemon's capitula

tion, first through argument (728-39), next through abuse (740-9, 756),

and last through threats, to which Haemon finally replies in kind (757,

754-5, 750-3,
758-65).94 The theme of the exchange is reverence and

devotion, or, better perhaps, honor and love: what one looks up to and

what one cares for (cf. 12.7). The exchange begins with Haemon's

interruption of the Chorus, before they can answer Creon's question.

His disrespect toward the Chorus prepares for his refusal to defer to

Creon and admit his own youthfulness to be a defect (cf. 719-20). He

says that his teaching is not unjust and that Creon should examine, not

what time has made him, but what he himself has done.95 Creon asks

whether Haemon's reverence of the unruly is something to be proud of.

Haemon probably meant that to warn Creon of the city's mood, which

could cost Creon his life, showed his devotion to his father's welfare.

Creon prefers, however, to ignore his self-interest and argue his case on

its merits. Haemon does not directly answer Creon; rather than deny
Antigone's unruliness, he denies that he would even urge the show of

reverence toward the bad.96 The good citizen, he implies, is not neces

sarily the good man. Creon then asks an ambiguous question. He can

mean either that Antigone is bad or that Antigone reverenced the bad

Polynices. If he means the latter, Haemon's answer would be startling:

all the people of Thebes now think that Eteocles was in the wrong. If

he means the former, Creon drops the issue of
Polynices'

criminality in

04 Some rearrangement of the lines seems necessary; and I accept Enger's

transposition of 756-7 and
Pallis'

of 750-3. I understand the sequence thus: Creon

upbraids Haemon for trying to avoid affirming his total devotion to Antigone (756);

Haemon asks whether Creon will just revile him or listen to argument (757); Creon

says that the witless Haemon will regret his attempt at instruction (754); Haemon

says that Creon must be insane (755, cf. 765); Creon threatens and Haemon issues

a counterthreat, which he says cannot be a threat to a man as devoid of under

standing as Creon, i.e., one who does not know that Haemon's threat is a last effort

to put some sense in Creon (750-3). If the lines are not rearranged, 757 must be read

as a statement (cf. J. H. Kells, CR 1961, 191-2); but this still leaves Haemon's threat

at the wrong point.

95 So I understand the difficult xagya. Jebb's interpretation of it as
"merits"

could be supported by PI. Chrm. 163b l-c4, where Critias says that Hesiod restricted

egya to things nobly and beneficially done; cf. Iliad LX, 319-20; Xen. Mem.

1.2.56-7.

6 Cf. J. D. Denniston, CR 1936, 115-6.
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favor of convicting Antigone of disobedience, regardless of whether that

disobedience violated the city or his pride. His long silence on Polynices

suggests that he has abandoned for good any political justification. But

it is Creon, one should not forget, who interprets his question and hence

Haemon's answer as being solely concerned with Antigone. Haemon's

answer could still imply that Creon's enemies have now won over the

whole city. The threat that Haemon's similes disguised in his speech

would be all the more menacing if it involved a repudiation of the war

that Creon "the
general"

had won. When the Chorus celebrated the

Theban victory, they did not praise Eteocles or blame Polynices (cf.

11.6-7). Precisely what Creon brought about but strove to prevent

might now have happened: the politicization of burial (cf. 13.2).

Haemon's answers, in any case, up to his scornful, "You would be a

fine ruler of an empty
land,"

are as compatible with the city's approval

of Polynices as with its approval of Antigone. Even his threat that

Antigone's death will destroy someone could be a further warning of

revolution (751). Creon now asks whether the city is to say what he

should ordain. Haemon takes it as a foolish question, but Creon explains

that to be a ruler means not to carry out the orders of another ruler:

"Isn't the city customarily held (vofil&xai) to belong to the
ruler?"

Haemon answers that there is no city if it belongs to one man. Creon

as ruler must simply execute what the city says. If Haemon does not

only mean that Creon must take his bearings by public opinion in order

to survive, he implies that Creon must look up to (evaefieiv) public

opinion, for the people are never bad. Creon thought that the city was

in itself good (cf. 19.4), but he had not drawn the conclusion that

its citizens must be good. He supposes that the city is something other

than its people (cf. 666).97 He turns to the Chorus to remark that Haemon

seems to be Antigone's ally, for the Chorus are the proof that Haemon's

6/j.dnxoXig Xecbg exaggerates the city's unanimity. The Chorus are com

posed of the rich (843), whom both Antigone and Tiresias address as

the rulers of Thebes (940, 988). They are not the 6-n/j.dxai, who fear,

according to Haemon, to tell Creon to his face what they think (690-1).

The Chorus intervene on Ismene's behalf, and Creon gratefully accepts

their correction (770-1); and when they later hear Tiresias, they do not

hesitate to advise Creon, and Creon again obeys (1099). The factionalism

of the city, on which Creon relies as he denies it (cf. 12.3), makes the

citizens as such an impossible object of reverence. Haemon tries to

dignify public opinion and ruins his case.

42.2. The weakest part of Haemon's defense of Antigone is Antigone;

he has not dared up to now to defend her openly on the grounds she

herself chose; and his respect for her seems to depend wholly on public

opinion. Creon therefore tries to goad him into an admission of his

97 Cf. L. Strauss, Socrates and Aristophanes, 94.
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subservience to her. All Haemon's talk of respect and reverence conceals

the real object of his care. Haemon proclaimed on his entrance that he

was wholly Creon's (635); and he now almost says that Creon is his

only care. He does not say that he cares for the city. The reverence due

its opinions does not entail any devotion to its interests. The way of

Megareus is not Haemon's. When Creon says that his speech is wholly

on Antigone's behalf, Haemon answers that it is also in the interest of

Creon, himself, and the nether gods. He does not say "xai aov ye xd/iov

xai ndXecog xfjg av/jmdang (cf. 36.2). The gods suddenly replace the

city. Justice must be grounded in the gods, not in opinion, however

does, his care for Creon from his respect for his father. Haemon's answer

is that Creon is unjust. He at last reveals that he never accepted the

correctness of Creon's speech, one of whose points was that the ruler

(father) must be obeyed regardless of his injustice. Creon now wants to

know how he can be unjust if he merely cultivates the respect his office

is due. Haemon replies that he cannot do so if he tramples on the honors

of the gods. It is not true that the ruler democratically executes the

people's wishes; the gods tell him what he should ordain. The ruler, then,

does rule under the guidance of others; but they are the gods, not the

city. Justice must be grounded in the gods, not in opinion, however

unanimous (cf. 369). What Haemon has done his best to avoid has

finally happened: he has been forced to adopt Antigone's position. Creon

is triumphant: "Defiled nature (^dog)\ Lower than a
woman!"

Creon

seems to identify piety with
womanishness.98 His greatest abuse of

Haemon, at any rate, coincides with Haemon's appeal to the gods. One

wonders whether his harping on Antigone the woman has not been his

way of replying to Antigone's argument about the divine law. Male and

female would reflect in his simple understanding the distinction between

Olympian and chthonic gods (cf. 37.2, 39.2).

42.3. The coincidence of the city's opinion with what the nether

gods demand as their due raises the question of whether the city and

Hades have something in common. A passage in
Aeschylus'

Agamemnon

points the way to an answer. The herald from the army opens his speech

with an invocation of the "paternal ground of the Argive land"; and

he goes on to say that out of all his shattered hopes he has obtained but

one, "to have a share on my death in the dearest
grave"

(503-7). The

herald, whose special protector is Hermes (514-5), "greatest herald of

those above and
below"

(Ch. 164), never says that he longed to

return to his parents, wife, or children; the longing for what is his

is not a private longing like
Menelaus'

(cf. 414-9), nor does he look

forward to any comfort except the future glory of the army (567-81).

When the Chorus greet him, he reiterates his joy on his return by
saying that he does not now refuse to be dead (539).99 The love for

98 Ibid., 233-4.
99 The exact wording is not recoverable; cf. Fraenkel, ad loc.
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his fatherland manifests itself solely in the willingness to die there.

That the Chorus interpret him to mean, through their personalizing of

his love of country (540-5), that the present circumstances are so

intolerable that they too welcome death (550), does not affect his

original declaration. The way in which patriotism reaches the same level

of intensity as private desires does not consist in the desire to die for

one's country but in the desire to be buried there. Haemon, then,
might not so much replace the city with the nether gods as unwittingly
point to Hades as the core of the city. Even if Thebes still regards

Polynices as unjust and has not repudiated Eteocles, as the drift of

Haemon's remarks has made us doubt, yet Antigone's love of death,
from which all attachment to the family as generated has been drained,
suggests that Antigone in herself represents the link between the city
and Hades. Antigone had to reconstitute her family in Hades in order

to cleanse it of its incestuous character (cf. 27.5). But the family
without eros is the city, for fraternity, which in itself has nothing to

do with eros, is the highest degree of attachment that citizens can

possibly have to one
another.100 The

"fraternal"

bond that Creon

mistakenly saw between his soul's laws and his decree (192), between

patriotism and the denial of burial to a brother, should in fact be

the bond among citizens, of whom Creon never speaks (cf. 30.2).

Antigone's silence about the war,
Polynices'

crime, and the mutual

fratricide of her brothers thus take on a deeper significance. Her

exclusion of every other concern than that her brother lies unburied

the city believes it merits golden honor combined with the im

partiality of her natural love for both her brothers despite their own

enmity (523), makes her the representative of the city as the city itself

would wish to be. But, as Antigone shows and Creon confirms (cf.

31.1), that for which the city longs is only possible in Hades, where

the fraternal bond in its purity, apart from its source and the nature

of the bonded, can be established. Creon's xdxm vvv iXdovo', el (pdnxeov
cpiXei xeivovg (524-5) buries the city's hopes along with Antigone (cf.

46.8).

42.4. Haemon does more than admit that he is also arguing on

Antigone's behalf; his threat to Creon proves that his deepest care

is for Antigone. If that is what Creon wanted him to say, he indirectly
confesses to it; for his threat cannot be understood merely as a final

effort to bring Creon to his senses. Although Creon is merely spiteful

and cruel in wanting Haemon to see Antigone die, Haemon threatens

suicide out of more than spite. He loves his father and thinks that

Creon loves him; so for Creon no longer to see his head with his

too cf . PI. Menex. 237b6-3: atixdxBovag xai x& ovxi iv naxgldi olxovvxag xai t,&vxag

xai xge<poftivovg oi>x $n ftrjxgviag <bg ol aXXoi,
&XX'

vno fiTjrgog xijg x&QQ-S & ft <%>xow,
xai vvv xelodai xeXevzrjoavTag iv olxeioig xdnoig xrjg xexovarjg xai Bgetpdarjg xai

vnodeSa/xivng; 239al: fiidg ftnzgog ndvxeg adeXrpol qrvvzeg.
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own eyes would pain him (cf. 1.1). One might therefore suppose

that Haemon, in the absence of divine sanctions (cf. 40.4), and

unsure of whether the city will act on its opinion, takes upon himself

the duty to punish Creon. But would he have done so if Ismene had

buried Polynices? His silence about the innocent Ismene, which the

city's silence does not altogether justify, tells against him. And if the

nether gods were so much his concern, he could have threatened to

duplicate Antigone's holy crime. But the truth is that he can no more

live without Antigone than Ismene says she can. Ismene's protestations

when set next to Haemon's silence only underline the difference

between <piXla and eqwg. Haemon, then, begins as the city's spokesman,

becomes the gods', and ends by cherishing Antigone unto death.

43 (766-80). 43.1. The Chorus warn Creon that a mind as young

as Haemon's is, in pain, oppressive to its owner. Creon dismisses

the warning; the contemplation of suicide, let alone suicide itself, is

beyond the human. He forgets Jocasta (cf. 8.3). To risk death for

the sake of monetary gain Creon can understand (221-2); but to die

because of pain is unintelligible to him (cf. 27.2). As Haemon could

never bring himself to carry out his threat, any more than Antigone

and Ismene could face death unflinchingly (580-1), Creon's resolve

to kill both girls is unchanged. The Chorus, however, easily save

Ismene (cf. 34.1), and Creon decides to forgo Antigone's public

execution (cf. 30.2). Haemon seems to have convinced him that

the people would not stone Antigone to death; but he suspects that

the people would not interfere if he kills her in a remote part of the

country, and in such a way that no one's hand has to be raised against

her. Just as he frees Ismene because she did not touch
Polynices'

corpse, so he frees the city from touching Antigone. The whole city

will remain innocent if he meticulously prevents the city from being
polluted (cf. 13.2). We do not know whether the formal purity of

Antigone's execution would appease the city. Would the city forget

its injustice, of which only Haemon on his own has spoken (728, 743),

if Creon exactly complies with the demands of piety? The Chorus,

at any rate, do not object. Perhaps they understand it as an example of

acsxwdfioi dqyal, which though morally neutral are one of the glories

of man's deivdxng (cf. 22.10).

43.2. Creon presents Antigone's suit of Hades for life as incapable

of being fulfilled, for Hades is not a god like other gods who can grant

or withhold a favor. If Hades is at work, he cannot produce his opposite.

To worship him and what belongs to him is useless labor. It does not pay.

The lesson Antigone's punishment will teach her is that her punishment

is what she worships. The killing of Antigone is the education of Antigone

(cf. 30.1). But precisely what offends Creon, who holds to the view

of the marketplace that all %aj?s is reciprocal (cf. 4.7), reveals

Antigone as the perfect worshipper. Her reverence must be disinterested,
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for she worships the one god who cannot reward her. It is this very

purity that, according to Creon, will prove to be too heavy a burden

for her (cf. 29.2). And if she herself believes that her piety will be

rewarded, that only confirms for Creon her madness and the ease with

which she can be broken.

44 (781-801). 44.1. The Chorus of old men sing of Eros. For

the first time in lyrics they use the second person
pronoun.101 In the

parodos they addressed the eye of the golden day (103) and in the

second stasimon Zeus (609), but in neither case did they go beyond

the vocative and a verb in the second person. In the parodos, however,

they exhorted themselves and the rest of Thebes to visit all the temples

of the gods with night-long dances (150-4); in the first stasimon they
wished that the culprit not be of their own hearth (372); and in the

second they spoke of the unceasing sorrows they had seen befall the

Labdacids (594). But the song to Eros is, despite the repeated
"you,"

almost entirely impersonal. Were it not for the deictic xdde (793), it

could be read as an independent poem. It is somehow akin to the

first stasimon, which sang of man's deivdxng and in which man was

a neuter
"this"

(cf. 22.6). The old men remind one of the elders

of Troy who, on seeing Helen, "like unto the terrible beauty of the
goddesses,"

do not begrudge the war, though they at once throw off

her spell (T 156-60). The Chorus, however, do not sing of Eros while

looking at Antigone; and when they do catch sight of her, they are

silent about her beauty and speak of their own tears (cf. 32.1,

45.1). In the song itself Eros is the cause of madness, injustice, and

strife, but not of tenderness, harmony, or self-sacrifice. The Chorus

do not think of Antigone as acting through Eros.

44.2. The song is composed of eleven statements about love, the

central one of which says that he whom Eros possesses is mad. Around

this center the two sets of five statements each are balanced. The

pendant to "Eqcog dvlxaxe fidxav is that not even the just can resist

him; to
Eros'

swooping attack on what is one's own (xxri/iatii, cf. 684,

702, 1050; fr. 210,
36P)102 is the pointing to the turbulent strife of

kindred blood (gvvaifiov) that he has caused; to
Eros'

keeping watch

on soft cheeks of a girl is the manifest evocation of triumphant desire

in the eyes of a marriageable girl; to
Eros'

restless motion over sea

and land is desire's office as the assessor of the great ordinances; and

to the impossibility of either any immortal or human being escaping

Eros is the goddess Aphrodite, who effortlessly wins every battle.

i01 Cf. E. Norden, Agnostos Theos, 158.

102 For this very broad sense of xxr\p.axa see pseudo-Arist. Oec. 1345a26-30;

PL Grg. 461c5-6. This economic understanding of what is one's own is indicative

of how close the Chorus are to Creon; cf. 29.3, 53.2. Note also that Sophocles

uses xxr\aiog as almost the equivalent of olxelog (Tr. 690).
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It is not easy to say, as this summary reveals, how the Chorus under

stand Eros. The only other occurrence of eros is in the second stasimon,

where the Chorus speak of hope and the "deceit of light-witted
desires"

(cf. 27.4). The question to what degree the
Chorus'

animation of

Eros reflects their belief in his divinity reminds one of the parodos,

where the Chorus characterized eleven different beings in eleven different

ways (cf. 11.4). There too the center was occupied by madness,

the Bacchic frenzy of Capaneus. But here, unlike the parodos, nothing

as literally human as the miserable Polynices and Eteocles is found;
nor do Eros and Aphrodite appear, like Dionysus and Zeus, as a god

to whom one can pray or offer tribute. Eros far more resembles Hades,
who when he is at work does what he is (cf. 43.2). The Chorus

seem to treat as equivalent Eros, desire (l/j,eqog), and Aphrodite; but

one cannot take even l/neqog literally, for apart from its
"poeticization"

it is set in apposition to xdiv fieydXviv ndqedqog iv aqxalg Betificbv, which

animates it at least as much as the "clatter of
Ares"

was galvanized

into life in being juxtaposed to dvxmdXov bvaxelqoifia dqdxovxog (126-7).

Perhaps one could say that the night-watch of Eros on the cheeks

of a girl does not divinize him more than "piney
Hephaestus"

(123)
divinizes fire; and that the fusion of Polynices and eagle (112-21) is

as little literal as the swooping attack of Eros on one's own. But

Aphrodite is a goddess, and her playfulness no more detracts from

her divinity than
Dionysus'

leading of the dance, for which the Chorus

once wished (153-4), detracts from his. The ubiquity of Eros, moreover,
to whom wilderness or dividing sea is an obstacle, and his power,

which overcomes the gods as easily as men who live for a day, seem

to make him the highest god. His ubiquity resembles man's own

deivdxrjg, which set aside the apparent limits imposed on him by sea

and Earth, the highest of the gods (cf. 22.7). Eros seems to supply

the missing cause of man's detvdxng (cf. 22.1; Eur. Med. 844-5).

The Chorus, then, seem to replace Earth with Eros or Aphrodite,
and now assert that, while Eros is the cause of human transgression,

Eros limits Zeus, whose splendor and immutability apparently checked

human transgression (cf. 37.4). Does Eros lead astray the Zeus who

justly punished Capaneus? The Chorus imply that there is no Eros

for justice. They seem at first to understand the core of Eros as sexual,

manifest in young girls, but they also say that desire holds sway over

the great ordinances. If the text is sound,103

they suggest that the great

ordinances too are a part of
Eros'

domain. The love of country, the

love of parents for children, and that of children for parents will belong
to Eros. His power shows itself in his being both the love of one's

own and the love that destroys one's own. It is desire's indifference

to the goodness of either that makes the Chorus speak of Aphrodite's

103 If my interpretation of ndgedgog is correct, the issue would turn on the

possibility of a proceleusmatic here; see Miiller, 174-6.
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playfulness. Antigone, however, has shown that the love of one's own,

when carried to its extreme, entails the love of death; and the extreme

of the love that destroys one's own is equally the love of death, for

one's own in the strict sense is oneself, which even Antigone (however

unwittingly) admitted (cf. 2.2). The latter consequence would not

follow if Creon was wrong and Hades could grant Antigone hfe: but

Antigone is silent about the afterlife. Her soul has long been dead.

Antigone would thus seem to embody Eros, the love of one's own

that destroys one's own, and the
Chorus'

song to Eros an ode to death.

But the Chorus understand Eros as primarily sexual, and Antigone's

denial of sexual generation, which the Olympian gods share with men,

sets her above Eros. Antigone seems to overstep the one limit that

limits the gods. The question, then, which
Eros'

possible divinity poses,

is this: does Antigone offend against someone or something divine

that lends to the gods some of their splendor? Is her justice stricter

than the gods', and her suicide a divine punishment?

45 (801-5). 45.1. When the Chorus beheld Antigone after they
had sung of man's daring artfulness, they looked upon her as a monster,

so different was she from the culprit they had envisioned (cf. 23.1);
and now after they have impersonally sung of Eros, they confess on

seeing Antigone again that they too are carried outside the limits

(decffiot) and cannot restrain their tears. The limits that the Chorus

transgress would seem at first to be the great ordinances over which

Eros presides; but the Chorus do not acknowledge compassion to be

an effect of love; and in so far as it is implicit in the great ordinances

that command the love of one's own, they cannot be carried outside

of them and yet be under their sway. They do not weep because they
love Antigone and suddenly recognize her as one of their own (cf.

11.1). They weep against their will, for her cause is unjust (853-5).

Their tears are solely caused by her approaching death. They are

unloving and impersonal tears (cf. 527) that well up from a source

almost beyond the consciousness of the Chorus. Theirs are not the

tears of pity. The Chorus never speak of pity; indeed, Antigone is

the only extant play of
Sophocles'

in which no word for pity occurs,

though no other play has less than six instances (Ajax) of olxxog,

oixxqdg, eXeeivdg, and their several
cognates.104 There is, however, one

exception: a messenger later says that
Polynices'

dog-mangled body
still lay unpitied (1197). The

Chorus'

tears, then, arise from the same

104 This tells against LA's reading olxxov at 858. Antigone differs in two other

related ways from the rest of
Sophocles'

extant plays: ngog dediv as a form of

supplication or invocation occurs only once (838), whereas other plays (except

Trachiniae with two) have no less than five (OC); and all the rest have persons

other than the Chorus call on Zeus in the vocative; here only the Chorus do so

once (604). Antigone's ngog decov, moreover, is the only case in Sophocles where

the phrase occurs in a request that the speaker does not wish to be true.
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source as that which prompted Antigone to imply that her hopeless

misery consists in man's mortality (cf. 27.3). It is this dea/idg that

the Chorus of old men on seeing Antigone find themselves carried

beyond; and whatever pity they feel is mostly for
themselves.105 Antigone

therefore rightly calls their heartless consolation a mockery of herself

(839).

45.2. The Chorus say that Antigone approaches the bridal chamber

(ddXa/xov) where all sleep. The forcible joining of Eros and Hades is

strange, for the Chorus, though pitiless, do not so much scorn Antigone

as to take the view of Creon that she should marry in Hades (654).

Everyone dies in that bridal chamber. If love is primarily sexual and

its end generation, the Chorus point to the acknowledgment in love

itself of death. One unwittingly accepts one's own death in the generation

of another self. The survival of one's own is the death of oneself. In

granting a kind of immortality, Eros compels each man to see himself

as living for a day (cf. 789-90). It is the sight of Antigone that brings

out a truth about Eros that the Chorus had ignored in singing of

Eros. But Antigone herself is antigeneration; she has so far acknowledged

the death but not the life in Eros. Her painful recognition of it is the

burden of the kommos.

46 (806-82). 46.1. The kommos consist of nine parts, of which five

are sung by Antigone and four by the Chorus. The
Chorus'

parts are

paired: the first pair concerns Antigone's glory, which is offered as a

consolation for her mortality (817-22, 834-8); the second pair concerns

her crime, which is linked with her inheritance (cf. 37.1). Antigone's

parts, on the other hand, fall metrically into three, two stanzas and an

epode; but thematically they can be sorted differently. In the two

strophes Antigone appeals to the Chorus, first, as fellow-citizens of a

common fatherland, to see her imminent death and then, as the rich men

of the city, to wait until her death before they mock her. In the two

antistrophes she voices her reflections, first on what she has heard of

Niobe, then on the incest of her parents. Each stanza, however, also hangs

together: the first is Antigone's desperate attempt to normalize what she

is and assimilate herself to things known, while in the second she accepts

what she is and delineates her uniqueness. She thus begins with an

address to her fellow citizens but ends with an address to her brother,
who can as easily be Oedipus as Polynices. Only in the second antistrophe
does she use iycb (866, 868).

46.2. Antigone now speaks of marriage for the first time. She wants

the Chorus to see her as one of their own, whose death will come before

her wedding song. She therefore presents Hades, not Creon or the city,

as her executioner (cf. 575, 847), and throughout the kommos remains

105 Cf. 1G I2972 (=48 Peek):
'

AvriXdxov noxl
afj/t'

dyadov xai ocbq>govog dvdgog /
[(5dp] [x]azagl-oy, inel xai oi ftivet ddvarog.
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silent on her deed. Antigone is no longer certain, and her uncertainty is

soon confirmed, that the Chorus, were they not afraid of Creon, would

approve of her deed (504-9). But she cannot throw off her strangeness

or do more than mouth the role of a girl deprived of her marriage. Not

only does she fail to mention Haemon but she never speaks of the hus

band and (in the kommos) of the children she will never have (cf. El.

165, 187-8). The most she can bring herself to do in eliciting pity is to

speak of marriage by itself and particularly of its ceremonies. She knows

its rites but not its substance. She cannot bring to her loss of marriage

the vividness she brought to
Polynices'

lack of burial (cf. 4.6). She

understands marriage in the way that others understand burial, something

one goes through for form's sake (cf. 22.10).

46.3. The Chorus disregard Antigone's self-normalization and insist

on her uniqueness. They seem to speak as if her fame is due, not to

what she did, but solely to the manner of her death, as if, that is,

no mortal but Antigone had ever killed himself. They too, like Creon,

forget Jocasta (cf. 43.1). The Chorus, moreover, do not speak exactly.

Antigone will not descend to Hades alive; she is no Orpheus or

Heracles. Creon intends to hide her in a man-made underground

chamber where she will starve to death (774-5). The Chorus thus seem

to confuse a hidden chamber with
xdd'

...xevQog vexvcov, for the task

of consoling Antigone so poorly suits them that they can only exaggerate

her uniqueness to the point of nonsense. No
"demythologization"

of

their language can rid it of its nonsense. They do not mean that Anti

gone will die alive: such a paradox does not fit the
Chorus'

understanding

of Antigone. It would not be surprising, however, if Antigone did

hear their words as genuine praise. When they say that she is independent

of any law but her own (avxdvofiog), Antigone doubtless takes them

to mean that she uniquely holds to or even embodies the divine law

itself; and when they add that she alone of mortals will descend to

Hades alive, she must think that she has at last found someone who

understands her. The uniqueness of her living descent into Hades hes

in nothing else but in her living of the law of burial (cf. 34.3). It

is this misunderstanding of the
Chorus'

words that impels Antigone

to explain herself through her likeness to Niobe.

46.4. Antigone seems to forget that she does not resemble Niobe

in three ways: the reason for Niobe's punishment (her boasting), the

occasion of her boasting (her children), and the agents of her punishment

(the gods). Antigone tries to make up for the last dissimilarity by saying

that a daimon lays her to rest; but how can she ignore the vanity of

Niobe the mother? In order to normalize herself, she is driven to liken

herself to a mother, just as the guard could account for her actions only

in terms of a mother bird (cf. 25.3). But Antigone picks a comparison

that is itself strange and needs a likeness the only one Antigone ever
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uses106 to make it familiar. The gods rewarded Niobe in death; they

recognized in her boasting that challenged the gods the extreme case

of the love of one's own; and to compensate for the loss of her own, they

transformed her into a living growth of rock eternally weeping for the

loss of her own. Nothing remains of Niobe but the signs of sorrow, the

rain and snow that never leave her as she melts away. She is one with

her grief. Antigone too is one with her grief, but her grief does not show

itself in her own tears (cf. 32.1) but in the eternally living law of burial

(456-7). Nothing remains of Antigone but the law (avxdvofiog). Her

life is the law. She thus surpasses Niobe, for Niobe's love of her own led

to the death of her own, while Antigone's love of her own is based on

the death of her own. She is piously in accord with the divine. She is

not a boaster. The love of her own never made her vain. In recalling

Niobe's fate, she does not think of her own future recompense, whether

it be from the gods or from men. She does not even want very much the

Chorus'

pity. There is, in a sense, nothing pitiable in the "most mournful
perishing"

of Niobe. Antigone, rather, wants the Chorus to see in her

life the same kind of all-consuming devotion that the report of men

attributes to Niobe. The truth about Eros is shown as much in her law-

abiding self-sacrifice as in madness, injustice, and strife (cf. 44.1).

The Chorus, however, mistake her meaning and thus, instead of consoling,

mock
Antigone.107

46.5. The Chorus remind Antigone that Niobe was a god and

born of gods, while she, like themselves, is mortal and born of mortals.

They suppose that Antigone was boasting that she would divinely
obtain in her death the fate of Niobe. Contrary to the literal meaning

of their words, which they think Antigone has misinterpreted, Antigone

will not descend to Hades alive. They do not understand that it is

her life in death that most resembles Niobe's tears. They therefore

can only console her for her death but not praise her for her life:

"It is a great thing when you have perished to have it said [xdxovcfai

Wecklein] of you that in your life and then in your death you did

share in the lot of the godlike."108 If the Chorus had said that it is

a great thing to be like Niobe, there would have been no ridicule in

their words, for they then would have agreed with Antigone that in

the love of her own she rivals Niobe. But the two additions of cpOifieva

108 Antigone seems to speak in trimeters much less poetically than the others.

She says nothing as contrived as Ismene's
xaXxalvova'

(20) or as metaphoric as

Ismene's vp,nXow (541); Creon's language is also not as plain (cf. 163, 190,

291-2, 474-8, 531-2, 1033, 1037-9), nor is Haemon's (690, 700, 712-7). Antigone

never indulges in so artificial an opposition as Ismene's pug. rjftiga dmXfi xeuji

(14, cf. 13, 55) or Creon's ngog dutXfjg /xoigag fiiav
xad'

ijfiigav (170-1).

107 Cf. Miiller, 186-7.
108 I understand Jcotrav xai ineixa Bavovoav as a corrective of C&oa..."Aidip>

xaxa$r\ar\ but as still referring only to the manner of Antigone's death.
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and xdxovaai humiliate Antigone. After the
Chorus'

insistence on the

gulf that separates her from Niobe, dxovaai implies that she will resemble

Niobe in fame (dig <pdxig dvdq&v) but not in principle the superficial

similarity of her death to Niobe's will alone be remembered, and rpBifiiva

denies at a stroke all her greatness what she did can be of importance

only to herself.

46.6. Antigone now turns away from the Chorus. Their incompre

hension makes her swear the first and only time by her father's(s')
gods. Those whom she took to belong to her fatherland have proved

to be merely the representatives of the present regime (cf. 12.5). She

therefore must go beyond them and call on the unchanging elements of

her country to bear her witness: the springs of Dirce and the sacred ground

(aXtiog) of Thebes. The sacred and the ancestral, which first come to

sight as places and things, replace the old men of the Chorus, whose

wealth Antigone mentions in order perhaps to remind them of the

reason why the city, as it now stands, satisfies them. They would never

do anything that could possibly lead to the confiscation of their estates.

Their replacement reminds one of the shift Creon was forced to make in

defining
Polynices'

crime (cf. 19.2). Creon had first presented
Polynices'

crime as his desire to destroy his fatherland and native gods, commit

fratricide, and enslave the Thebans (199-202); but later the
Chorus'

dread

that the gods might have buried Polynices compelled Creon to restate

his crime: Polynices had come to destroy the temples, dedications, land,
and laws of the gods (285-7). Creon thus transformed

Polynices'

crime

into sacrilege at the price of suppressing his crime against living beings.

The sacredness of divine things replaced the life of
Polynices'

own gods,

brother, and people. So Antigone, in despairing of the Chorus, tries

to find support for herself in the hoped-for indignation of sacred places.

But Antigone invests Dirce and Thebes with a kind of life. They can

make up for the absence of friends to weep for her and thus imitate

the living growth of rock that is Niobe. And yet (e/unag) Antigone

knows that the eternally weeping Niobe is just a story she has heard;

the primary truth is what the Chorus see: Antigone is now seeing the

sun for the last time. To live is to see the sun (cf. 3.4); it is not to

be a rain-drenched brow and neck of rock, let alone a spring and piece

of land, however sacred. Antigone begins to admit that the loss of

life weighs heavily upon her, for she will not say that there is life in

Hades (cf. 9.6). She thus prepares the way for her qualified defense

of her deed (cf. 48).

46.7. The Chorus reject Antigone's denial of the justice of the

laws under which she will suffer; but they try to soften their assertion

of her injustice. They address her affectionately for the first time

(& xixvov, cf. 987), and they adopt the same (and similar) measures

as those that Antigone had just employed. They are the first to accuse

Antigone to her face of injustice, for she has just spurned them and
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invoked sacred places to witness her so-called lawful (oloig vdfioig)

punishment. The Chorus resent the double implication: they are Theban

patriots, not Creon's partisans; and her punishment, being strictly

according to the law, is just (cf. 43.1). And not to be outdone by

Antigone's appeal to the sacred, the Chorus endow Creon's decree

with all the majesty of a god. Antigone has struck against the lofty

foundation of
Justice.109

They too must animate the inanimate; but

whether they are as aware as is the desperate Antigone that indignation

alone does not fully make for life remains doubtful. The juxtaposition,

in any case, of vyrnXdv with fiddqov reminds one of the first stasimon,

where Earth was described as the highest of the gods (cf. 22.7).

The Chorus there were compelled, in the absence of any other god

than Hades acting as a limit to human daring, to assign to Earth the

prerogatives of the Olympian gods. Here Justice is that limit; and

she seems to reach as high as the Olympian gods and as low as the nether

gods, among whom, according to Antigone, Justice dwells (451). The

Chorus themselves indicate how this could be, for they suggest that

Antigone is paying for the ordeal of her father. She is paying for

the dead as well as for herself. But her own rashness is not unconnected

with her paternal inheritance. The Chorus had discerned in her savagery

the savagery of Oedipus (cf. 28.1). Her father's nature has thus

made her pay for her father's crime.

46.8. That the same words or sounds in the second antistrophe

occupy the metrical position they had in the strophe
(iniyavxov

nqdnavxog, id) Atqxalai ld> fiaxqwai, ola oiwv, Ttqdg nqdg, id) dvtixavog

ld> dvcmdxfiojv) serves only to bring out the differences between them.

The strophe began with Antigone's outcry at the
Chorus'

mockery and

humiliation of herself; the antistrophe begins with her confession that

the Chorus have now touched on her most painful care (cf. 34.3).

The strophe turned away from Antigone's fellow-citizens (the Chorus)

to the sacred places of her country; the antistrophe dwells on the

unholy marriage of her mother and father. The strophe appealed to

the sacred places to witness the suffering the laws have dealt her; the

antistrophe presents her misery as the very nature she received from

her incestuous parents (cf. 6.1). The strophe spoke of her going,

unwept by friends, to a strange kind of tomb; the antistrophe speaks

of her going, unmarried, to dwell with her parents. The strophe ended

with her dwelling with neither the living nor the dead; the antistrophe

ends with an address to her brother, through whose ill-fated marriage

she is slain. Antigone thus accepts the
Chorus'

second charge that

she is paying for her father's ordeal, while denying their first charge,

which they had somehow connected with the second, that she suffers

justly. One is due to her nature by birth, the other is due to unjust

109 Miiller rightly reads ngooinaiaag and rejects Lesky's defense of ngooineoeg.
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laws. The unholiness of her origins does not stand in the way of

her invoking the sacred; rather, it promotes such an invocation, for

the sacredness of Thebes partly rests on the incestuous relation among

her earth-born people. The bond forbidden within the family is the

indispensable bond for the city it is what guarantees that its citizens

be brothers (cf. 42.3), But Antigone cannot imagine herself as anything
but accursed when she thinks of her parents (cf. 27.5). Her unmarried

state means that she does not belong to any other family than her

own; and that which she has longed for, to lie with her own (cf. 9.6),

entails that she confront in her parents that which accounts for her love

of her own. As their incest is the love of one's own writ large, Antigone

cannot maintain her piety unless she condones their impiety (cf. OC

1698). This tension within Antigone parallels the tension within the

city between the neutrality and the impiety of art (cf. 22.12-3).

Out of art's impiety its moral neutrality arises; out of her
parents'

impiety arises Antigone's neuterization of her family. Both impieties

and neutralizations converge in the fourfold makeup of the city. The

city rests on art's violation of Earth as it aspires to the incest of

Oedipus; and the city rests on the neutrality of art as it aspires to the

antigeneration of Antigone (cf. 34.2). But what constitutes the holiness

of the city in one respect (Oedipus) condemns it to unholiness in the

other (art); and what constitutes the fraternity of the city in one respect

(Antigone) condemns it to disunity in the other (art). It is not accidental

therefore that Oedipus should
"solve"

the riddle of man and violate

the sacred, any more than that the artful man should be a neuter

"this"

and turn out to be Antigone (cf. 22.6).

46.9. Antigone herself perhaps could not tell us whether her

exclamation at her brother's ill-fated marriage refers to
Oedipus'

or

Polynices'. No matter for whose we opt, Antigone despairs of finding

any rest in Hades. If she means
Polynices'

marriage, Antigone somehow

connects it with the marriage of her parents and her own unmarried

state. Polynices settled in another city in order to destroy his own city.

He overcame his incestuous origin only to commit fratricide. He thus

compelled Antigone to give up any hope she might have had of re-

normalizing her family through marriage. Polynices has made her die

accursed in her own eyes. If, on the other hand, Antigone means

Oedipus'

marriage, she recognizes in her father another brother, whose

incest, while being the source of her suicidal devotion to Polynices,

makes it impossible for her to embrace her death without shame. In

these circumstances life becomes very precious to her.

46.10. The Chorus in answering Antigone seem to rephrase, re

arrange, and reinterpret the elements of their original accusation.

Antigone's extreme rashness becomes her self-willed temper; the high

foundation of Justice becomes Creon's authority; and Antigone's paying

for her father's ordeal (xiv dOXov) becomes a certain kind of piety.
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The Chorus had causally connected Antigone's rashness with her offense

against justice, but they had not explained how that involved her paternal

inheritance; and now they causally link her qualified piety with her

offense against authority, but they do not explain how that involves

her temper; indeed, just as ce
6'

avxdyvcoxog
doXecf'

dqyd suggests that

her wilfulness alone, regardless of any lack in her piety, sufficed to

destroy her, so naxqCoov

6'

ixxiveig ddXov suggested that her own

injustice had little or nothing to do with her punishment. Oedipus is

the source of both Antigone's temper and Antigone's piety. Her inborn

temper made her offend against divine justice; her reverence for the

divine made her offend against authority. The second offense, however,

looks less serious than the first. Authority is not divine; whoever has

it in his care cannot allow it to be transgressed. Antigone would thus

seem to have offended merely against Creon's own self-willed temper.

But the Chorus do not admit that Antigone's piety is pious; she has

not fully practiced reverence for the divine. Some divinity therefore

must cling to authority as such: xqdxog must be an indispensable

ingredient of Aix-n. A goddess cleanses Creon's authority of its wilfulness.

He is the selfless caretaker of a divine principle. Intransigent piety,

on the other hand, is self-contradictory. Since piety does not demand

self-sacrifice in the defense of piety, piety by itself could not so in

candesce Antigone as to consume her self. Piety cannot be a goddess,

for the gods stand apart from whatever beings or relations they establish

as holy. The gods themselves are not
holy.110

They cannot be loved.111

Antigone's devotion to her brother, therefore, cannot be grounded

solely in her devotion to the gods. The incivility of her temper has

no warrant from the gods. The love of her own contaminates her

piety (cf. 52.3).

46.11. Antigone repeats in the epode several elements of her former

songs: axXavxog dcpiXog picks up cptXcov dxXavxog of the second strophe;

dvvfievaiog compresses into one the conjunction v[ievaio)v...ovx...

vfivncev of the first strophe; xaXal<pqo)v already occurred in the second

antistrophe; dyo/tai xdv exoifiav dddv rephrases two expressions of the

first strophe, even as ovxixi [xoi...6qav seems to do;112
xov i/iov ndx/iov

recalls dfiexeqov ndxfiov of the second antistrophe, and dddxqvxov...axevdCei

the first two words of the epode. But Antigone does not exactly repeat

herself. She has said that she now sees the light of the sun for the

no Neither legdg nor ooiog is applied to the gods, and dyvdg only in the

restricted sense of
"pure.''

111 In Plato's Euthyphro, neither Euthyphro nor Socrates ever suggests that the

holy, which the gods love, is the gods themselves. This is partly due to polytheism.

112 Antigone calls herself rdXaiva only here: Ajax (838), Oedipus (OT 1363),
and Deianeira (705) also use xdXag of themselves only once. Antigone has seven

instances of xdXag, of which three are in the mouth of Creon (1211, 1295, 1298);
OT has four; no other play has less than eleven (Aias); see note 75.
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last time; but she here presents that fact in a peculiar way: "I am

no longer sanctioned to see the sacred eye of the
torch"

(Xa/mdg).

Antigone seems to speak of sacred law (difug) "for form's
sake"

(cf. 22.10), for she surely does not mean that Creon's decree, which

condemns her to death, is a sacred law that prohibits her from seeing

the sun. The decay of ovxeri jioi Qefiig into an empty phrase, no stronger

than ovxexi fioi eetixi, not only in itself seems strange on the lips of

Antigone, who has resisted this kind of decay in the case of burial,

but its conjunction with the sacred forces one to restore to it (or at

least think of) its original meaning. Or is "this sacred eye of the
torch"

also an empty phrase? That Antigone should animate the sun to indicate

her recognition of what the loss of life primarily means is not surprising;

but that she should sanctify the sun while calling it an artifact is

surprising.113 Antigone seems to deanimate the sun while animating it,

and to sanctify the sun while robbing difiig of its holiness. If, however,

her own accursedness in light of her most painful care still grips

Antigone, she might mean that the holy eye of the sun abhors her

presence. She might regard herself as defiled as her father, whom

Creon once begged to hide his taint in shame from the earth, the

sacred rain, and the all-feeding light of Lord Helios (OT 1425-8).

Antigone, then, might not call her fate tearless to express her isolation

could she forget Haemon as well as Ismene? but to deny the

possibihty that any friend could weep in the face of the horror she

and her family must inspire. But why does she call the sun a torch?

According to Prometheus, the blind hopes he gave to man deprived

man of his ever seeing death except within the horizon of fire and the

arts (cf. 23.1). But Antigone is pre-Promethean, without hope and

without art. As the death she always longed for presses upon her,

Antigone speaks of the sun as an artificial fire, from whose holiness

she is excommunicated (cf. 52.4). The artless and hopeless Antigone

has no right to look upon the divine source of art and hope. Her piety

is the obstacle to perfect piety (cf. 25.4).114

"3 I know of no similar expression in classical poetry, for elsewhere there

always seems to be a defining genitive, such as f\Xloro or the like (cf. 104, Eur.

IT 194, IA 1506, Ar. Ach. 1184-5 (=Trag. adesp. 45 N). For the night lamp

endowed with sight see fr. 789P; L. Strauss, Aristophanes and Socrates, 263.

114 This interpretation restores to Oifiig its full meaning as sacred family right;

cf. E. Benveniste, Le vocabulaire des institutions i-e, vol. 2, 99-105.


